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Local Attorney Is Convention Delegate

Christopher Says Kennedy
Speech Was'High Point'

PLANNING HARM RECEPTION: Members of the arrangements committee for the Ray Harm reception Sept. 25 are
shown admiring Harm's painting, "Cardinal," prints of which will be sold at the reception with a portion of the
proceeds going to the Murray State University Alumni Association scholarship fund. Holding the painting is Mrs.
Jane Sisk, chairman of the committee,and also standing is Mancil J. Vinson, director of alumni affairs at Murray State
University. Seated, from the left, are Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Mrs. Elizabeth Hart and Mrs. Gladys Blackford. A sixth member of the group, Mrs. Sally Alexander, was not present when the picture was made.

Harm Will Promote Print Sale To
Benefit MSU Alumni Scholarships
Nationally-known wildlife artist and
headed by Mrs. Jane Sisk, will be held
conservationist Ray Harm will be in
from 4 to 8 p.m. in the refurbished,
Murray Sept. 25 to promote the sale of
historic Murray home just west of the
one of his most popular works, "CarCalloway County Library on West Main
dinal," with a portion of the proceeds
Street.
going to the scholarship program of the
Known as "the Higgins home," the
Murray State University Alumni
house was occupied in the early part of
Association.
the century by Solon Higgins, who
Harm, whose works gained national
operated a jewelry store on the east
renown after Louisville businessman
side of the square until his death about
Wood Hannah, Sr., commissioned him
1913. It was later occupied by his
to paint 20 eastern species of birds, will
widow, Mrs. Victoria Higgins, and her
be at a reception late in the dayla-- daughter and son-in-law, Elizabeth and
autograph prints of "Cardinal" and
Vernon Hale. Mrs. Hale still lives just
others of his works.
north of the home on Olive Street.
The reception, being planned by a
According to Mrs. Sisk, the "Carspecial arrangements committee of the
dinal" prints will sell for $20 each,$10 of
Murray State Alumni Association and
which will go to the alumni scholarship

program. Purchasers, she emphasized,
will have the privilege of designating
specifically the alumni scholarship program to which they would like their $10
applied.
Prints of others of Harm's works will
be available at the reception, but the
alumni scholarship fund will benefit only from the "Cardinal" print sales, she
said.
Serving with Mrs. Sisk on the reception committee are Mrs. Margaret
Trevathan, Mrs. Elizabeth Hart, Mrs.
Sally Alexander, Mrs. Gladys
Blackford and Mancil J. Vinson. Mrs.
Trevathan is director of the library,
and Vinson is director of alumni affairs
at Murray State.

Revenue Department Seeks To
Send Local PVA Funds To State
The Kentucky Department of
Revenue is attempting to have county
and city funds which are used to help
finance the operation of the property
valuation administrators' offices
across the state sent to Frankfort instead of being kept locally, according to
Charles Hale, Calloway County property valuation administrator.
Hale said that this action is in line
with an attorney general's opinion requested by Robert Allphin, commissioner of revenue. Opinions of the attorney general are only advisory and do
not carry the weight of law.
Kentucky Revised Statute 132.590
states that "Each county fiscal court
shall annually appropriate and pay
each fiscal year to the office of the property valuation administrator as its
cost for use of the assegsment," The
statute for the city's contribution is
similar.
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Hale said that the total appropriation
last year for his office by the city and
county was about $20,000. This money,
which is a percentage of the tax money
collected by the PVA, goes for office
supplies, computer expense, and a portion of the payroll, he noted.
The Kentucky Property Valuation
Administrators Association recently
won a lawsuit against the Department
of Revenue following the department's
requirement that the PVAs impose
blanket increases on assessments to
comply with the requirements imposed
at the state level.
According to Hale, the attempt to
transfer local funds was started by the
department after the PVAs challenged
the arbitrary assessment requirements.
"This appears to be another form of
harrassment of local PVAs by the
Department of Revenue in Frankfort,"
Hale said. "It looks as though they have
opened a 'can of worms' by this latest
action."
Hale said that other county officials
throughout the state are joining the
PVAs' protest of the department's
latest action.
According to Hale, County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller is researching the state directives and that thus
far his research has not convinced him

the money should be sent to the state.
Hale said that Miller has indicated to
him that he will send no money to
Frankfort unless the law is clear that it
requires this procedure.
Miller was out of town today and
could not be reached for comment.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley said this
morning, "Frankly, I resent the obvious misconstruction of the attorney
general's opinion attempting to entice
the city to do something contrary to the
law."
Henley said he has sent a letter to
Allphin stating that he "doesn't care to
get involved in the political maneuverings at the state level."
Hale said that the office funding question will probablyago to the courts. The
PVA Association has another lawsuit
filed in Franklin County Circuit Court
pertaining to the state's method of
determining assessment levels.
"It is unfortunate that the legal staff
of the state furnishes the Department of
Revenue its legal services free while
the PVAs have to finance their own
legal fees personally," Hale commented.
The local PVA said it "appears that
the department intends to 'court' the
PVAs to financial death in an attempt
to force them to refrain from contesting
arbitrary state mandates when it is felt
the state is wrong."

Iran Leaders Claim U.S. Has
Plans For Attack From Egypt
By The Associated Press
An Iranian religious leader claims
the United States has massed 30,000
"guerrillas" in Egypt for a planned
new attack on Iran that would lance
through the restive Persian Gulf province of Khuzestan in an apparent bid
to free the American hostages. A radio broadcast Tuesday from the
provinoa city of Ahvaz quoted the unnamed Weal Moslem preacher as telling worshippers that "America has attempted a fresh plotP following April's
failed hostage rescue by U.S. commandos and last month's abortive military
coup against Iran's revolutionary
regime, a plot Iran claims was
engineered by the United States.
Quoting "revolutionary organs in

Tehran," the preacher said 30,000 guerrillas, trained in Egypt, were awaiting
"Justification to attack" through the
Khuzestan and could achieve this by
"sowing and benefitting from internal
discord." The Persian Gulf province
has been plagued by a rebellion by
autonomy-seeking ethnic Arabs and by
border fighting with neighboring Iraq.
"The superpower's plan to occupy
even one inch of Mosletn land will be
taken with them to their grave," the
religiouileader was quoted as saying.
"Imperialism — America — is
distributing money to spread discord
and thus carry out a surprise attack,"
he added.
There was no immediate US. comment on the claim.

By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
"The high point of the convention so
far has definitely been Sen. Kennedy's
speech last night," Murrayan Ron
Christopher said this morning in a
telephone interview from New York City.
Christopher, commonwealth's attorney for Calloway and Marshall counties,is a delegate to the Democratic National Convention being held there this
week.
"There was a real spirit of unification
after Kennedy's speech," Christopher
said. "Everyone seemed to feel that we
all should come together and 'whip' the
Republicans in November."
The local prosecutor said that many
delegates felt that the excitement was
fading Monday night when word got out
of Kennedy's withdrawal from the
nomination. However, Christopher said
that last night's rousing speech insured
that some excitement was still left in
the convention.
Christopher was selected in June by
party representatives from Kentucky's
First Congressional District as the convetion delegate for Sen. Edward Kennedy. Thelma Eckerdt of Kirksey was
chosen as the alternate Kennedy
delegate.
Christopher and Mrs. Eckerdt had
earlier submitted applications for posi-

tions as Carter delegates along with
several other men and women from the
231
/
2-county district. However, no applicants filed to serve as delegates for
Kennedy and his showing in the May 27
presidential primary required the
selection of one delegate and one alternate from this district.
Party leaders decided those two
should come from Calloway County
because of Kennedy's reported support
at Murray State University.
"The biggest shock is the crowd on
the floor," Christopher said."The press
outnumbers the delegates 10 to one."
He added that NBC's Chris Wallace and
Tom Brokaw, CBS's Harry Reasoner
and ABC's Sam Donaldson had all been
with the Kentucky delegation at some
time.
The local man also noted that security at the convention is "incredible,"
especially outside of Madison Square
Garden.
Christopher's vote was one of the
Kentucky delegation's 12 "yesses" on
the open convention rule ballot Monday
night. There were 34 "no" votes from
the delegation.
"The biggest problem I had with the
rule binding a delegate to a particular
candidate on the first ballot was the
delegate removal clause," Christopher
said. "This clause gives candidates the
right to remove any delegate who is

obligated to him but who he deems is
not supportive of him. There is no due
process for the delegate," he continued.
"I also hate to see the convention process come to an end," he said. "Most
people here feel that this is the last of
the conventions as we know them. In
the future, they will be more streamlined and issues that normally aren't of
much interest to the public will be the
only interesting part of the whole
thing," he predicted.
Christopher's wife Ellie accompanied
him to the convention. He explained
that a lottery is held each morning for
balcony seats at the convention and
that so far, his wife has been fortunate
enough to get a seat each time.
The alternates, including Mrs.
Eckerdt, are seated just off the floor,
Christopher said. In order for an alternate to get on the floor, a delegate exchanges his pass with him. He said that
all the Kentucky alternates have been
on the floor at some time during each
session.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is scheduled
to speak to the convention between 6:30
and 7 tonight. Christopher said blueand-white golf hats bearing Brown's
name were handed out to the men and
scarves with the same inscription were
passed out to the women when the Kentucky delegation met this morning. The
group plans to wear the garb tonight.

President Arrives In New York
NEW YORK (AP) — President
Carter arrived in triumph today to
claim %initiation for a second term and
use his personal persuasiveness on the
Democratic Party's Kennedy wing,
whose reluctance to embrace the
Carter candidacy clouds his efforts to
win re-election.
To cheers of "Four More Years" and
strains of "Happy Days are Here
Again," Carter told supporters that
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's Tuesday

night convention speech was"one of the
greatest I ever heard," and expressed
confidence the party would emerge
united to "whip the Republicans" in
November.

While the president worked to reunify
the party, delegates returned to the
convention site in Madison Square
Garden at 12:08 p.m.EDT and resumed
debate on the party platform. Tonight
the convention will renominate Carter.

Carter arrived from Washington the
• day after the convention adopted a party platform bearing Kennedy's stamp
on several major issues. The White
House made it clear Carter would reject portions of that document.
Thus, hours before his certain
renomination, the president was walking a delicate path between his
disagreements with the platform and
his effort to coax a strong endorsement
from Kennedy and his supporters.

Teenagers Get Back To Nature
GOLDEN POND — While some are
pulling cloth drags through the forest to
collect, sort and count ticks, others
might be thinning pine trees, installing
water bars to stop soil erosion, reblazing trails or helping to band geese.
Regardless of their work
assignments, all wear hard hats, longsleeved shirts, gloves, long pants and
boots; all learn about the environment
as they work and earn the hourly
federal minimum wage.
They are the 70 teenagers, ages 15 to
18, who participate in the eight-week
Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) program in its fifth year in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes(LBL).
From Monday through Friday, the
youthslive at one of two camps in LBL,
either in tents at Camp Energy or in
trailers at Rushing Creek Campground.
On weekends, they return to their
homes in nearby Kentucky communities.
"It's a good experience learning to be
out on your own away from
parents...and learning to work with
people," Jenne Brock, an I8-year-old
from Fort Campbell who lives with the
Camp Energy group,said.

Providing supervision, guidance, and
recreational programming for the YCC
participants are eight staff members
living in each camp.
Each day, the teenagers receive different job assignments from their
camp's work supervisor. They divide
into groups of eight or nine, each with a
crew leader and lunch and water, and
begin work about8 a.m.
The youth's labors frequently are
halted when something of environmental interest is discovered by one of the
teenagers or crew leaders. When the
work stops, all gather around the object
of interest to examine and to discuss it.
Although most jobs require
strenuous, physical labor, most
teenagers seem to enjoy the program
and have plenty of energy left at the end
of a work day for recreational activities
in the evenings.
"We've got a great bunch of kids,"
Ruth Ann Hanahan, a junior biology

major at Belmont Abbey College in Belmont, N.C., and a crew leader with the
Camp Energy group,said.
One of the things Hanahan said she
emphasizes to the young people in her
work crews is "how important it is to
take pride in their work."
Bill Bailey, a recent graduate in
biology from Murray State University,
who is job coordinator for the Camp
Energy group, said,"Get the job done;
is one of the big phrases used around
the camp, but the biggest is 'safety
first'."
Having worked with YCC for the past
three years, Rushing Creek Camp
Director Jim Rham said, "This is the
best bunch of people I've ever had."
One thing Rham said he has noticed,
over the years,is that the girls who participate in YCC tend to outwork the
boys - "I'd always rather have more
girls than boys," he stated."They work
harder."

Red Cross Reaches
Final Figure For
1980 Fund Drive
The Calloway County Red Cross has
reached its final figure for the 1900 fund
drive, according to fund drive chairman Robert Min Jeffrey.
The total of 910,423.46 is close to the
1980 goal, Jeffrey said.
"We are pleased with the final outcome of the drive considering the slow
economy and tight economic times we
are all experiencing," Jeffrey said.
"We wish to thank everyone who
assisted and contributed to this campaign," he continued.
The local Red Cross serves the community in several different areas of service. The organization is supported by
local contributions and assistance.

County Board To
Meet Thursday Night
The Calloway County Board of
Education will hold its regular monthly
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 12. In
the board office on College Farm Road,"'
according to Dr. Jack Row,superintendent.
Items on the agenda include review of
the athletic program, budget review,
special programs review, personnel
and the superintendent's report.
r,

Youth Conservation Corps (fC) workers Johnny Garner, 16, Murray;
Gabe Reeves, 16, Murray; and Jesse Martin, 18, Fort Campben; cleat pine
trees in one of the many summer projects the YCC youth is participating in
whie at the TVA's Land Between The Lakes(LBL).
(TVA Photo By Steve IroYtN)
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rgat COMMUNITY
CATAENDAR
Wednesday, Aug. 13
Ladies day activities at the
Murray Country Club will include luncheon at 12 noon with
Sue Brown as chairman of the
hostesses; golf with Barbara
Stacey as hostess at 8:30 am.;
bridge with Juliet Wallis as
hostess and tennis at 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday, Aug. 13
Blood pressure check will be
taken for the Senior Citizens at
the Hazel Community Center
at 12 noon.
Oaks Country Club ladies
day activities will include golf
with Ada Sue Roberts as
hostess and bridge with
Crystal Parks as hostess at
9:30 a.m.

Wesleyan Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 6:15 p.m. at the
church to go to a restaurant
for dinner.

.ys,
+. . • . ,. . .

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon and
square dancing at 1 p.m.

Thru Thar

7 20,9 00,2 00 Sat Sun

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

Ob.

AIRPLANE Eil

Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. M. P. Christopher.

6 • 753.3314
Thru Thur.
7:20, 9:20
MST WHAT
WE AIL
NEED
,•.•9°.

Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Sirloin
Stockade.

.-

and Chong's
Next Movie

.Cheech

E

Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church.

Oyu Thur.
700,915

Ends Soon.See It!
7 10,9 30
TM SALA COOMIONIS
•

,
nrarg

Chestnut Si •753 3314

!.2 '2!4

44I

Clogged sebaceous glands

Thursday, Aug. 14
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at 6
p.m. at the...In... Ogle Inn

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens.
Lunch will be served at 12
noon.
--Deadline for registration of
Family Camp at Camp Bear
Creek on Kentucky Lake, Aug.
30 and 31, is today.
Friday, Aug. 15
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will perform at
8:30 p.m. at the Rushing Creek
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes.
Murray Chapter of Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International will
meet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with Martin and
Madelyn Russo of Houston,
Texas, as speakers. Meal will
be at 6:30 p.m. with meeting at
7:30 p.m. This is open to all
ladies, ministers, laymen, and
youth.

- Astronomy's Greatest Hits
Events in Land Between the will be at 8 p.m. at the Golden
Lakes will include Fabric Pond Visitors Center at Land
Dyeing at 2 p.m. at The - Between the Lakes.
Homeplace-1850; Natural
Dyes Today from 10 a.m. to 2
Twilight Golf and Club
p.m. at Empire Point.
Membership Social will be at
5:30 p.m. at the Murray CounMurray Shrine Club will try Club.
meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
General meeting of Greater
hall.
Paducah Chapter of Parents
Thursday, Aug. 14
Without Partners will be held
' Ellis Center will be open at the American Legion,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- Legion Drive, Paducah, with
tivities by the Murray Senior Mrs. George Whienight to
Citizens with lunch served at speak on "Parents' Legal
11:30a.m.
Rights on Education For Their
Special Child."
Activities by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be held
Twin Lakers Good Sam
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Recreational Vehicle Chapter
Hazel Center with lunch serv- of West Kentucky will have its
ed at 11:45 a.m.
monthly campout at Kenlake
State Park campground with
Murray Chapter No. 92 Jimmy and Marilyn Herndon
Royal Arch Masons is schedul- as wagonmasters and C. W.
ed to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the and Dortha Jones as
lodge hall, Highway 121 North assistants. A supper of sandat Johnny Robertson Road.
wiches and dessert will be
served at 6 p.m. on Saturday
Second day of Natural Dyes at the Herndon campsite.
Today will be from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Empire Point, Land
Transportation for shopping
Between the Lakes.
for Senior Citizens will be held
and call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.
for morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch served at 12 noon.
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held at the
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. with lunch at 11:45 a.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Baker of Aurora will celebrate their
25th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Aug. 17, with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Ferguson Springs Baptist Church,
located west of Aurora on Highway 80.
The reception will be hosted by their two children, Kevin
and Pam Baker, and by Mrs. Baker's sister, Marion Gardner. All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
The Bakers were married Aug. 13, 1955, in Corinth, Miss.,
by the Rev. D. L. Hill. Mrs. Baker is the daughtez of Mrs. Iva
Fennell and the late Luin Mathis. Mr. Baker is thenon of Mrs
Madie Baker and the late John Roy Baker.

OSPITAl NEWS
Adults 171
Nursery 12
8-5-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Henson, baby girl (Lisa),
Rt. 2, Benton.
girl
baby
Howell,
(Patricia), Rt. 1, Box 46B,
Almo.
Darnall, baby girl (Barbara), Rt. 1, Box 155A, I
Gilbertsville.
Patterson, baby boy (Linda), New Concord.
DISMISSALS
Bert Coleman,Jr.,1718 Holiday, Murray; Michael A.
Bury, Rt. 8, Box 53, Murray;
Jeffrey Shane Tidwell, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Joy L. Maddox,
Rt. 3, Box 347, Paris, Tenn.;
William Ted Lawson, 1002
Glendale, Murray; 'Mrs.
Elizabeth Doom,Tithe.
Mrs. Virginia F. Harris,
Murray; Roy F. Hurt, Rt. 3,
Benton; Wanda F. Brandon,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Donna K.
Long,805 South Fourth Street,
Murray; Charles 0.Smith, Rt.
7, Box 194, Mayfield; Tammy
A. Bull,Rt. 1, Eddyville.
Mrs. Martha Sue Jones, Rt.
9, Benton; Luther M.
Matheney, Rt. 4, Murray;
Ewin D. Jones, Ill North
Ninth Street, Murray; Olden
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"Before buying anything,
It is well to ask if one could
do without it
John
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tract therefore lies in the
spade suit, and the correct
defense is for West to go up
with the ace of hearts and
-witch to the king and
mother spade."

Few intermediate-level
NORTH
8-I3-A
bridge players can afford to
•J 7 4
do without a recently pub•K 3
•9 5
lished
book
entitled
41 49.1872
"Improve Your Bridge."
WEST
EAST
Written by Rixi Markus of
•K 5
•AQ932
England, the book expands •A 10 4
w9752
on basic themes covering *Q108432
*J7
opening bids, defensive 4 10 4
495
SOUTH
bidding, slam bidding, suit
41086
play, no trump play and
11Q .1 8 it
defense (Head and Cape.
•A K 6
publishers. $7.50).
4K 6 3
Today's hand features one
Vulnerable! Both Dealer
of Mrs. Markus more South The bidding:
advanced examples con- South West North East
cerning defense.
All pass
3 NT
1 NT' Pas.s
Here's how she describes
•12-14 Pts
what West should think
Opening lead: Diamond four
About in his defense against
he no trump game.
In today's layout, the
"West leads the four of wide-awake play suggested
diamonds, and East's jack by Mrs. Markus pays off in a
loses to declarer's ace. huge reward since East can
South now leads a small rattle off the entire spade
heart from his hand, and it's suit.
time for West to do a little
However, even if this
ounting.
were not the case, the sug"The natural defense gested play is still best since
seems to be for West to duck it offers the only chance to
the first heart, intending to beat the contract.
capture an honor on the secRid with Corn
ond round and then drive
out the king of diamonds
14-13-B
while the king of spades South holds
•.174
remains as an entry.
•K3
"However, the fact that
.99
South elected to play a heart
4AQJ872
North
South
at trick two strongly sug1•
24
gests that he has the king of 2 NT
clubs in his own hand (why
ANSWER: Three no trump
would he play hearts before Maybe it'll make and maybe
clubs otherwise?).
not. But with that long club
If South does have the suit, it would be criminal not
dub king. West can count - to try
nine tricks for declarer: six
Send bodge questions to The Ares
lubs, two diamonds and the
king of hearts The only PO Rot 12163, Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addremed stamped envelope
hope of defeating tho con- for reply

D. Foster,202 Miller, Murray;
Mrs. Anna L. Dowdy, Rt. 1,
Box 236, Farmington; Hugh C.
Dowdy, Rt. 1, Box 236, Farmington.
Wilburn Frease, Box 35,
New Concord; Ed G. Alton,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Madonna H.
McDaniel, 1518 Oxford, Murray; Mrs. Mary W. Farmer,
808 Olive Street, Murray;
James R. Hargrove (expired),
E10 Fox Meadows,Murray.

DEAR DR. LAMB - Since
I left home for college I frequently get little flat swellings under the skin on my
face. The doctor told me that
this was caused by clogged
sebaceous glands. What causes this', Is it related to diet or
hormonal upsets? What can be
done to remedy this situation?
I frequently use a dry heat
-sauna. It seems to aggravate
the condition.
DEAR READER - Your
doctor is telling you that you
have a form of acne. Blackheads and pimples all have
their origin from sebaceous
glands_ The oily secretion they
produce is called sebum. If
the secretions don't drain
properly or accumulate in
excess amounts in the skin,
they cause blackheads and
sometimes little sebaceous
cysts.
There are three basic problems involved. One is the
overproduction of sebum
which often is related to
increased production of
hormones. Another is the
problem of drainage, which
may be related to the condition of the surface of the skin
itself. And, finally, there is the
action inside the sebaceous
gland of tiny bacteria that
break down the sebum. The
broken down fatty material is
irritating to the skin and causes the red pustules that are
unsightly, which people try to
avoid.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 8-2, Acne Can
Be Treated. It will give you
more details about the prolllem and what can be done
about it. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addr,essed envelope for it.
Send yoar request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Meanwhile, I would suggest
frequent soaking of your skin
with a hot, moist washcloth
and making an effort to keep
the skin scrupulously clean. If
you tend to have oily secretions on the surface of the

skin, I would recommend
washing off those secretions
frequently and, if necessary,
using alcohol sponges to
sponge off the skin as often as
it becomes oily.
If you have red pustule
formation, your doctor may
want to put you on a small
amount of tetra/reline (antibiotics) to eliminate the bacterial action and help protect
you from scarring and other
unwanted changes in the skin.
It's important for young
people to have acne properly
treated. If it's not, and large
pustules and scarring are
allowed to occur, it can cause
permanent changes in the skin
for life.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm an
18-year-old male and I seem
to have inherited a family trait from my father and his
ancestors - a very weak
beard. I was wondering if
there was some kind of hormonal treatment, either internal or applied externally, to
correct this. And if there is,
would it be harmful?
•
DEAR READER - Relax

I

ana enjoy it. It probabl.
means that you'll continue to
have a younger looking face
throughout life and you'll
have fewer problems with
shaving than most men do.
The amount of beard that's
present has very little to do
with most men's masculinity.
I might peOn‘ out that a high
portion of Orientals and the
American Indians have very
little beard. You can always
think of it this way. The
important aspects of masculinity are located elsewhere
rather than how much hair
you grow on your face.

11
KLAPP GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. James (Jimmie)Klapp and their youngest
daughter, Andera, have
returned to their home in
Bowie, Md., after a week's
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Canterbury Drive,

Gospel Fellowship To
Hold Meeting Friday
The Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International,
Murray Chapter, will meet Friday, Aug. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Martin and Madelyn Russo of Houston, Texas, will be the
guest speakers. After having spent the majority of his
business life in the broadcast industry in the Houston market,
Mr. Martin retired in April of 1978 and since that time has
been in the evangelism field. He and his wife, Madelyn, who
participates in many of the Christian activities, have four
children.
The Russo couple has traveled extensively "telling of their
conversion experience and relating to anyone that will listen
to their live affair with Jesus Christ, always standing on the
word that says 'He is no respecter of persons..and what he
has done for one, He will do for another' from Romans 2:11,"
a local chapter spokesman said.
This meeting is open to all ladies, ministers, laymen, and
youth. The meal will be served at 6:30 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7:30 p.m.

Ladies Group B To
Play Tennis Here
Friday Morning
Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Friday, Aug.
15, at 8:30 a.m. at the club.
Lineups are as follows:
Court No. One - Nancy
Fandrich, Sandy Coleman,
Annie Knight, and Sandy
Brannon,
Court No. Two-Pat Seiber,
Marilyn Adkins, Frances
Hulse,and Janie Ryan.
Court No. Three - Lashlee
Foster, Vicki Miller, Sheila
and
Gaye
Grogan,
Haverstock.
Court No. Four - Norma
Frank, Mug Rigsby, Ann
Haney, and Barbara
Malinauskas.

Chickadees and nuthatches
are fond of peanut butte

Final Sale
Ladies'
Spring And Summer Shoes

$700
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Observations

Down Coniocd Way--

By lochlo Hart

Writer Says Memories Of The Past
Are Her Treasures; New Baby Born

Bomb Dropped On Cities
In Japan 35 Years Ago

Thirty rive years ago we Eider down
comforts were ing the recent fair, and mendropped the bomb on luxurious. Pillows
tioned yard sale and political
were filled
By Estelle Spiceland
since I have been home bound singing and music taped for
Hiroshima (August 6) and of rice. Not bad.
signs that continue to litter our
By Abigail Van Buren
Aug.8, 1I09
for more than a year, I shutins. The sermons revive
three days later, another on
Community baths provided streets. He believes that the
laraphrase that text for memories of church services
Nagasaki. Then on August 14 concern for privacy with ones who posted them should
New Concord's population .oneliness here: "Lay up for at Nevil's Creek.
Japan
surrendered. In some. Room attendants were remove them. I agree.
increased by one in August yourselves pleasant memories
September the treaty was responsible for guests' baths.
The temples, Nikko NaWe are mindful of much
when a baby son was born to for souvenirs."
signed on the U.S. battleship A young minister with us tional Park, Mt. Fuji, watsickness and sorrow in our
teachers,
T.
Linda
and
I
Pattersit
in my home and relive vicinity andelse where.
Missouri, ending World War refused to go for his, saying ching the people wearing
son, who have a little active days.
II. Having visited Pearl Har- "I'm not going with that girl
kimonas, the getas and the obi
To Keys Keel, an only child
DEAR ABBY: Shortly after I married Mark I discovered
daughter, Paige. CongratulaNow since The Land and his lonely father and his
bor where the war began for and let her give me a bath." sash, wooden sandles with
that he snored. When I told him he snored, he denied
it.
Was.
Between the Lakes is such a family, we extend sympathy
us, and Japan, where it ended, And he didn't. I did, and it was high wedge heels, trying to eat
Abby, his snoring sounded like a chicken bone in a garbage
Vaeati
have been popular resort, it seems like after the death of Mrs. Ople
I wonder at the cost and surprisingly private. My girl raw tuna, riding the Bullet exdisposal!
returning homeward. The buried treasures to relive our Futrell Keel. Another old
Finally I decided I had had enough of his denials, so two
results.
showed me to soap and shower press train; inrikishas, all
weeks ago I bought a tape recorder and learned how to use
Lloyd Spicelands returned to days spent there before it home is left empty after much
The Japanese received part in one section of the bathroom these linger in memory.
it. One night after Mark fell asleep. I held the microphone
Michigan.
became famous.
payment in the indescribable where the water is drained.
All our time was not spent in
service.
under his nose and got about 10 minutes of snoring. Then
Former Concorders, Mr.
One enviable memory in
,blasting of these two cities for Then after I was thoroughly primitive hotels. There was
I
Concord's sick or ailing are
reversed the tape, turned up the volume and nearly blasted
and Mrs. Robert Bucy, return- these hectic days was the Codie Weatherford, Lee Fintheir deeds of horror to others clean, I stepped into the dozen- the Atarni Fujiya, Atami, on
him out of bed. (Thank heavens he didn't hit me.)
from
ed
a
memorable
peace
and to us at Pearl Harbor. The people-sized tub. It was filled the seashore that my roomSenior
and quiet to then be ney, Guy Wilson, Ed Hendon,
Only after I threatened him with a nightly re-run did he
Citizens tour of many western found there.
memorial to the 3,581 with steaming water that mate Martha Carter, admired
Mrs. Vidie Shackelford, Mrs.
agree to see an ear, nose and throat specialist for
an
and southern states.
It was luxury to go out on the Opal Edwards, Maud Nance,
casualties rides the water. whirlpooled into plesant and reflected on the months
examination. The doctor discovered several polyps (small
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Head pasture hill to pick berries, and perhaps others, some
The Arizona lies in her watery stimulation. Underwater ben- that her son John Mac Carter
growths)in Mark's nose, which he said could be the cause
of of Georgia, former
his snoring. The polyps were removed in a simple surgical
employees then to he down in the shade of hospitalized. Mrs. Etha Bailey
grave below with the Califor- ches were there for seating so spent as an offic.gr on a
procedure, and now my darling snores no more! Pass this
of Belk-Settle of Murray, a big tree and watch fleecy goes to Vanderbilt for throat
nia, Oklahoma and Utah. It's that the water came chin high. minesweeper just off the coast
spent a few days with Mr. and clouds drift lazily over the treatment on Aug. 19.
impressive to know that "The Towels the size of twin sheets there. Hotel Dai ichi, Tokyo, on.
Mrs. Guy Lovins who accom- Cumberland . River fields
PEACE AT LAST
Arizona" continues a commis- provided a cover-up and rub- was very muCh Modern.
James Futrell's sons, by the
panied them to Calvert City, where our men folks were sweat of their brows in blister
sioned ship; daily our flag down. I was alone, too,
On August 14, Japan agreed
DEAR PEACE: Not all snoring is due to growths in
Kentucky
Dam,
plowing
The
flies and reveille is sounded to
corn,
I was storing trig heat, surely has e New
In every nook and corner of to surrender. A report this
the nose, but it's well worth a trip to a doctor to find
Homeplace-1850, and other precious memories for life's Concord School grounds beddwaken her to the day's duty.
out.
Japan are pools, bridges, step- week showed that the war inplaces
of local interest.
Decembers.
Tea years ago found me in ping stones of wooden rounds, juries in the two bombed cities
Now a word in praise of the tape recorder: If we
ed down in grass seed and
Matthew 6:20 says "Lay up
could hear ourselves as others hear us, many of
Japan where World War II waterfalls, and always are have almost recovered from
Young Mitchell Moss of Mt. straw for any weather or purthe
for yourselves treasures in Carmel Baptist Church brings poses.
world's ills could be cured. So, if you're living with a
ended. We found the people evident at dining places. the physical destruction and
whiny child, a screaming (or nagging) mate,
Heaven."
there were loving, friendly Nowhere is there litter. few reminders remain. In
Such workers are assets and
or
the Rev. Stephen Cobb's sersomeone who says,"Ya'know" a lot, get it on tape! It
That is all important. But mons and the Kings' Sons community builders.
and caring. There was no sign Streets, vacant lots, and Nagasaki this week, bells tollwill
be
worth its weight in gold, and we all know how
of ill will toward the public places are clean and in- ed and sirens wailed as some
much gold is worth these days!
North Fork News—
Americans. Our, visit was viting.
20,000 mourners gathered in
educational and entertaining. "This last mentioned reminds Peace Park and offered
•* *
The prettiest gardens, homes, me of a conversation with prayers for victims of the
architecture, music, theaters, David Rogers, owner of 1890 atomic bombing there 35
DEAR ABBY: I am 62 and in good health, but my 58-year.
old sister keeps admiring certain things in my home,saying
shopping centers, and Ice Cream Parlor on Col- years ago.
"Will you please leave this to me when you die?" What
beautiful and appetitizing dwater Road this week. He is
should I say?
food.
concerned that organizations
Canned Oysters
Rarely did we have and people who place signs
RUTHIE
ORANGE, Calif.—King
By Ws.R.D. Key
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Morris and son, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
language problems. In the and posters on conspicuous Plastics here has developed a
DEAR
RUTHIE:
Aug.8, 1980
and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins were Morris, Mrs. Grace James, Mr.
Tell her you will consider it — if
Ikumatsu in Kyoto where all places fail to remove them "plastic can" for fresh oysters
she doesn't die first.
Henry Sykes celebrated his dinner guests of Mrs. Jessie and Mrs. Shorty Ray, and the
customs are strictly old after they are out of date. He that is lightweight, clear and air74th birthday an Sunday, Aug. 3, Paschall on Sunday. Kenny Rev.and Mrs. Glynn M.Orr.
culture Japanese, and all the pointed to one on a pole in tight. The plastic K-Resin con•••
tainers have a metal eap•with a
at his home. His wife prepared a Jenkins and Miss Towana
Mr. and Mrs: Milford Deming
employees spoke the native front of his business advertis- tab.
and son of Detroit, Mich., are
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for a year to a man I'll nice dinner for him with a Lowrie Visited in the afternoon.
language, we used signs
Recent guests in my home visiting Clerris Wilson and other
call Nick. It's my first marriage and his second. Nick has beautiful big white birthday
sometimes to convey a
two children, 12 and 8. He's 36 and I'm 3071 think I should cake which was delicious as late were Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs. relatives.
message. In the office, I ina piece of it along with the nice Jessie Paschall, Linda Orr, and
mention that I had nothing to do with Nick's divorce.
Guest in the home of Mr. and
quired for mail. By drawing
My problem: Nick's mother. She is still very close to his plate of food she sent me. Others Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore. Mrs. Milford Orr this week is
an envelope with the stamp,
first wife, which I do not resent, but she has never accepted present were their pastor, the The latter couple also visited in Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins.
address and etc on it, I made
me and refuses to give me a chance. She has never been Rev. Kenny Locke and his wife, the home of Mr. and Mrs. WarVisitors include Mrs. Jessie
my wish known.
verbally rude to me. She just ignores me.
the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes ren Sykes.
Frances Drake
Paschall at the home of Mr. and
We removed our shoes at the
When Nick brought me to her home and told her we and son,
Mrs. Lucille Emerson is a pa- Mrs. Bailey Grooms, and BarMitch, Mr. and Mrs.
entrance of the hotel and were
planned to marry, she glared at me,then turned to Nick and
FOR THURSDAY,AUGUST 14, 1980
Tony Sykes and son, Bryan, tient in the Community Hospital, don Nance at the home of Mr
said, "I thought
given straw scuffs. Our
What kind of day will tomor- ings about a trip. Later you'll (No congratulati you said you'd never get married again!" Mrs. Ellie Calloway, and Mr. Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Cooper and Mrs. Hafford Cooper.
ons, best wishes or anything else.)
bedroom was about average row be? To
be
decisive.
more
Behind-the
find out what the
Jones visited her there on SaturI may be picky, but one thing upsets me terribly. She used and Mrs. Olathe Gulledge.
North Fork Baptist Church
size. The floor was covered stars say, read the forecast scenes business talks are
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr day.
to have pictures of her children and grandchildren disdismissed the Wednesday evenwith matting. One little dress- given for your birth Sign.
favored.
played on the piano in her living room. Among them was a visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van- ing service so the members
ing table stood in a corner and, ARIES
large wedding picture of Nick and his first wife. Recently of Nashville, Tenn., over the dyke have had as their recent could attend
SAGITTARIUS
the revival service
to use the mirror, I had to sit (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
she rearranged her living room, and moved all the pictures weekend and attended services guests — the Rev. and Mrs.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) 3e
rr#
'
at Oak Grove Baptist Church.
on the floor. A square coffeeinto her bedroom — leaving the one of Nick and his "ex" on at the First Baptist Munch there Terry Sills of Draffenville,
The unexpected could inNot a time to take risks with
Mrs. Mrs. Mamie Jones, Virginia
table with a round hole in the terfere with your plans. The capital. Social scene iffy until
the piano. Now every time I go there I have to sit ahd look at
to hear the Rev. Dr. Henry Gaylon Morris, Gwinna Paschall, Judy Orr, and Regina
that picture the entire time, which makes me very uncomcenter was in the center of the best time to straighten things the late p.m. Enjoy long
Franklin Paschall.
Gallimore, Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Veazey brought a special in song
forta ble.
room in the day. Under this out with a loved one is in the distance talks and letter
Returning home Wednesday Ind Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
with Judy Fries at the piano.
Please don't suggest that I give her a picture of Nick and
opening was an ea rthan late p.m.
writing.
night from a visit with the Rev.
Mrs.(Me Wilson is a hospital
me. I did, but she never put it out. What should I do?
Oak Grow Baptist Church
hibachi filled with charcoal TAURUS
CAPRICORN
NO. 2 and Mrs. Jerry Lee and patient and among her recent dismissed the Wednesday eventhat burned to heat the room. (Apr. 20 to May 20) tS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
daughter, Tabitha, of Roseville, visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Der- ing service the week before so
Little things could pile up
A floor length cloth covered
Friends may be erratic in
DEAR NO. 2: You may be "No. 2" with Nick's Mich., were Mr. and Mrs. Tony rel Wilson, Lisa and Mike members could
attend the
the table, except the center and upset you. Be considerate behavior. Pay attention to
mother, but as long as you're No. I with Nick, don't Sykes and son, Bryan,and Mitch Wilson, Mrs.
Dyer Ridgeway, revival services at the North
opening. A niche in one wall of a co-worker. Work goes bet- social amenities ,in career
let it get you down.
Sykes.
had
They
gone
Canada
to
Mr.
and Mrs. NEMad Deering Fork Baptist Church.
held a small shrine with ob- ter after office hours. Plan ac- dealings. You'll find answers
Since Nick's mother ignores you when you visit
her, keep your visits to a minimum. And when you go, on Tuesday and viewed the
jects of art. When we returned cordingly.
to problems.
beautiful
flowers and other
nothing says you have to look at that picture. Ignore
to our room in the late even- GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
AQUARIUS
it. Or better yet, take a magazine along and bury your things.
••••••
ing, we were invited to sit or,
Be careful with expenses. (Jan.20 to Feb. 18) -b
"
nose (and your hostilities) in it!
pillows around the table, and Plan for
Don't let emotional worries
the unexpected. If at
lift the cover shirt and spread all moody with a loved one,
•• •
the interfere with work perforTwo special events are planned at the Oaks Country Club
it on our laps to get the full ef- best time to make ammends is mance. Initiate discussions
on Saturday, Aug. 16,at the club.
fect of the warmth from the evening.
To
for a good chance to restore
those who have ordered Abby's new teen bookA breakfast will be served from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m, at the club
PADUCAH PATIENT
little heater. Hot tea and CANCER
let, please be patient. The demand again has been
harmony.
Thomas Murdock of Murray with Carolyn Caldwell, Sue Steele, Paulette Reed, Donna
overwhelming.
cookies were served as an in- (June 21 to July 22) SO
has been dismissed from Johnson,and Della Boggess in charge of arrangements.
troduction to the dinner that
Dating plans may have to be PISCES
The charge of $2 per person will be made with the proceeds
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
changed. Still, you can have a (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
followed.
Be alert to others' senused to purchase new pool and lounge furniture.
Low tables for four were in good time at home. Let comsitivities. A friend may be in a
Game night will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the club with
HOSPITAL PATIENT
the dining room, too. The en- mon sense rule if on a shopp- difficult mood. Later there's
a
Recently dismissed fom the Delmar and Burlene Brewer, phone 753-5114, and Jim and
tire meal consisting of one ing expedition.
chance to understand.
ALCOHOLISM
Western Baptist Hospital, Patsy Neale, phone 753-2828, in charge of arrangements.
main dish was cooked before LEO
J24(r4Q
Paducah, was Thomas C.
us by the prettiest young girls, (July 23 to Aug.22)
a
health
column
YOU BORN TODAY have
from the
Don't nurse hurt feelings in
Marshall of Murray.
dressed as geishas. They sat
Alcohol, Drug Abuse. and Mental Health Administration
private. A talk will clear the leadership ability and can be a
on their knees and heels in
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
air. By day's end, you'll be success in your chosen field.
comfort. We struggled to get
You're something of an advenHOSPITAL PATIENT
cool, calm and collected.
Alcohol and the Work Place
tory takes precedence since
turer and should not bite off
down to our cushions and sit VIRGO
Dismissed recently from
occupational
Weddings
stability
is
one
of
more
than you can chew. Your
crosslegged. Arthritic suf- (Aug.23 to Sept.
It has been generally estiLourdes Hospital, Paducah,
22) HP%.
the best predictors of theraFrames
mated that there are five to
ferers found the custom very
was
Mrs.
Nancy
Not the most favorable time versatility attracts you to
Casper
of
peutic success. In addition,
nine million problem drinkers
difficult and painful. Tea is for meetings with friends. Lit- many fields, and you like to do
Murray.
Portraits
some researchers have sugin the United States. Approxi
served in dainty cups without tle things could irk. You may things on a grand scale. You'd
gested that work history may
Processin
One
Dav
succeed
in large business venmately 97 percent of these
handles. We were taught the be in the mood for private
PADUCAH PATIENT
be a diagnostic tool. Work
tures and can become a good
people are employed, and near
art of handling cups by study.
Recently dismissed from
histories of problem drinkers
118 So. 12th
moneymaker. You have an inly 90 percent of them havt
balding the cup on its bottom LIBRA
often show long-term employLourdes Hospital, Paducah,
worked 10 to 20 years. Accordventive streak which will
23to Oct. 22) —
with the thumb and touching
ment with tenure, but indicwas Michael Casper of Mur753-0035
ing to a 1975 study, alcoholic
By listening carefully, you'll manifest itself in both the arts
the rim with a finger. That
ators of steady Yob advanceray.
workers comprise 8 percent of
pick up some useful financial and sciences. Medicine, sellment, such as increasing
way,no trouble.
the labor force. They are at all
ing, writing, acting, educaprestige, responsibility, and
Beds are made from quilted information, but avoid money tion, brokerage
levels of the employment hierand engineerdealings
with
income, are often lacking.
friends.
Compads similar to sleeping bag
archy:
45
percent
are
in
are
ing
professuitable
vocations
for
These unrealized goals and
equipment. At night they are municate ideas
sional or managerial positions:
you. Birthdate of: KrafftSCORPIO
ambitions, say some researchtaken from the closet in the (Oct. 23
25
percent
are
other
whiteEbing,
psychiatrist;
Alice
to Nov. 21( n1,4V•
ers. may cause alcoholics to be
room, and spread on the floor.
collar workers; and 30 percent
You may have mixed feel- Ghostly, actress; and John
belligerent and resistant to
are blue-collar workers.
Galsworthy, novelist.
supervision in jobs which they
The reduced productivity of
perceive as personal comproemployed problem drinkers in
Thurman's School Of Dance
mises or beneath their capabilthe United States is estimated
ities or standards.
now offering
to result in an annual loss of
NIAAA 0480
$25 billion to the national econADAMS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael omy, including a loss to their
— Times of Services —
Adams of Mayfield are the companies of $9 billion. These
Ages 4 Through 1 7
10:00 a.m. Monday — Friday
parents of a baby boy, losses result from absenteeism,
Storting September
Jeramie Scott, weighing eight inefficiency, poor judgment.
7:45 p.m. Monday — Saturday
— Classes Will Include —
pounds five ounces, measur- unsafe procedures, and prop10:00 and 11:00 a.m. Sunday
erty
damage,
as
well
the
cost
as
Gary
Warren
Melton,
a
1974
ing 211
/
2 inches, born on Monof on-the-job training for which
graduate
of
Murray
State
day, Aug. 11, at 12:28 p.m. at
6 Basic Ballroom Dances
the company does not get a
Disco Dancing
University, received the Docthe Western Baptist Hospital, complete return
when a worker
,Foxtrot - Cha Cho - Waltz
tor of Philosophy degree in
Paducah.
develops a drinking problem.
Mass Communication from
Children's Dances
The father is employed by
"k• Rumba - Tango - Swing)
The problems ofthe alcoholic
Bowling Green State UniversiComputer
Service,
Inc,,
worker are problems common
A Minimum
ty of Ohio in the August, 1900
Paducah, and the mother is
ecital At End Of Year of Every 9
to alcoholics in general: docommencement.
Weeks
employed by Liberty Savings
mestic difficulties, exclusior
Dr. Melton has accepted the
Bank of 1V4ayfield.
by friends and neighbors, fiposition of Assistant Professor
Grandparents are 'Mr. and nancial problems, and dimin
Register Any Time In
of Telecommunications at
Mrs. Ronald Adams and Mr. ishing health and capabilities
911:
Western Carolina University
The Month of August
and Mrs. Rudy Henson, all of Literature on the employed
In
Cullowhee,
From:164M
Worth
Carolinli
— Arc Fronk Floyd
Mayfield. Great grandparents alcoholic invariably deals pri
Phone
Dr. Melton is the son of Ms.
are Mrs. Hafford Adams of manly with his or her alcohol
753-9756
Yvonne
Melton of Murray. He
Murray gand the late Mr. ism and secondarily with his or.
—Nursery Provided Nightly—
No Answer
To)
1
Adams, and Mr. and Mrs. her employment. However. Is married to a 1973 MSU
o.
753-5950
Prayer
Service 7:30 P.M. Nightly
from •treatment perspective, graduate, .1111Ams KornorowBoyce
Mcaliston
of
Murray
1910 Coldwater Rd
Murray; Ky.
ski Melton, formerly of
an alcoholic's employment hisRoute 5.
•
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Calvert City.
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Stop At Parkers
Prices Good
and Save Aug.
14

Can't Beat Our Prices"
"If You Match Our Quality...You
Owners
Parker and Sammy Joe Parker
M.
Joe
Operated
Home Owned and Home

thru
Aug. 20th

\

Limit Quantities
We Reserve The Right To
Government Food Stamps
We Accept U.S.
Prices
-Sat.
Lower Overhead Means Lower
Hours: 7 am.-9 p.m. Mon.
Center
Downtown Shopping

s."'••••

Rosedale Early June

•

Valley Gem

Sweet
Peas
21$100

Hominy
Yellow Only

15 oz.SI

lox.

111

Case of 24 54.75
$7.95 A Case

Valley Gem

Friskies

Southern Gem Cut

Chopped Kraut Green Beans Dog Food

4189c

2189C

1501.

Case of 24'5.29

Case of 24 s9.98

Page

Welch's

Bathroom
Tissue

Tato
om

Pringles

Potato
chI
s

Save 66'

With $10.00 Purchase
Excluding Tobacco Prod
and Drinks On Special

32 Ox Saes lb

Hyde Park

Page Paper.

Big Rolls

Sauce

s Twin Pack Save 29'

43c

Spinach

Dos.

63c---1"- .
Barbecue 79c Towels 47c

Juice

98

Libby's

9

419

Lg. 29 ox.

FROZEN FOOD DEPT.

I

PRODUCE DEPT

15 Oz
Pet Ritz

Gold Dollar

'•'4T-1•11111two

Pickling
Vinegar

98c

Shells
Garden Delight French

1 Gal.

Save 11'

Fries

2 lb. bag

69

pkg.

Old Spice

Stick
Deodorant

t

Frosty Acres Broccoli

NV;0'1
v,‘ A

•40P'e
•!
.•.'

Say. 10

Spears

Kraft Pure

Orange
Juice
I
$129

NICV*id'
STICK
DEODORANT

Bacon

$109
Save 53'

Colgate

3 oz. Bog.97'

NW

Marshmallows

2159c

••,

•,•• •

.
•40(

12_e1. pkg.

Field's Pre Leaguer

Field's Whole Hog

Wieners

12.. pkg

Sausage
$139

89c

I.

lb

Picnics

1 lb Box 49C
Save 20'
1.1

Kraft Atinlahlro

6159c

Lemons

Field's Boneless Cooked

Savo 60'

Toothpaste 27

Sunkist

Merit Saltine

Crackers

Oz.I.g $1.62

39c

-1..r211".•yrt

99c

11001.0

head

$119

Field's Worthmore

6

Fresh Crisp

Pork Loin 1 Lb

• UcoVi•?•*,:itiNs.mi .
%.*1so• otlitItt1.1111441,
' •1St 4
'4-4.

3 lb.

Sliced Into Chops

Quarter

Gal.
Save 30'
s 2

$100

Peaches

20 oz. bag

Meat

Saba

Peril
L„kulaux

98c
a... 2189c

Baby Limas

Dinner
Rolls

Home Grown Freestone

Lettuce

Frosty_Acres
Bunny Old Fashion
.0 XIII;

59c
59c

2 In pkg.

Center.
Pork Chops
39

I.

Field's Meat

Bologna
Chunk

109 Sliced $1'
19
Lb.

Lb.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The new Murray-Calloway County
Library building will be dedicated on
Aug. 14 at 3 p.m. with an open house to
follow the dedication ceremony.
Deaths reported include Jackie Boyd,
29, Luther Hamblin, 56, Cortin J.
Musgrove, 75, Lewis Byerly,, 91, Noah
Lovett,73,and Leonard R. Tynes,56.
Specialist Fourth Class John D.
Cooper of Berlin, Germany,is spending
a 30 days leave with his mother, Mrs.
Alma Cooper. He is serving with the In[entry and has been in Germany since
Sept. 12, 1969.
Miss Teresa Ann McDougal,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
McDougal of Route 4, Bowling Green,
was married to John M. Butler, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Ray Butler, Route
7, Bowling Green, on July 4 at the
Hillvue Baptist Church, Bowling Green.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Workman on Aug. 10,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thomas
Nelson on Aug. 10, boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Stalls, and girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Elkins on Aug. 10.
Frank Gonzales of the Kenlake Amphitheatre spoke at the luncheon
meeting of the Murray Quota Club held
Aug. 11 at the Holiday Inn.

EDITORIAL

We Support
Murray's New Look
A refreshing facelift for
downtown Murray.
That's the ultimate result of
the plans released Tuesday by
the Community Improvement
Board, working under the
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber of Commerce.
Suggestions for the refurbishing of the facades of the
buildings on the west side of the
court square have been corn•plete. The suggestions offered
in the plans preserve and conserve the life and character of
the buildings themselves. Yet,
the suggested improvements
would also lend a large degree
of continuity to the downtown
business community.
The current state of affairs in
our community make it even
more important that the
private sector as well as
governmental agencies join

1

together in making the
revitalization of downtown
Murray successful.
The best thing we see about
the committee's proposal for
upgrading the appearance of
our downtown is that it
preserves the heritage of the individual structures while maintaining their contiguity.
Another heartening thing
about the proposal is that the
approach taken by the committee provides a relatively inexpensive way of obtaining the
desired result.
We wholeheartedly support
the project and urge every
business owner and building
owner in Murray's downtown to
join together in this effort.
We also commend those
members of the committee who
have devoted many long hours
to coming up with this more
than satisfactory plan.

Manhole Covers
From Across Sea
By STEPHEN FOX
AP Business Writer
U)DI, Calif. (AP) — Imported cars
may be bloodying Detroit, but in this
small central California town, what's
bothering Jim Pinkerton is manhole
covers from India.
"It's sickening what's happening to
the manhole cover industry in this
country," says the 56-year-old owner of
the Pinkerton Foundry, which has turned out covers and other construction
castings here for nearly 40 years. "Imports from India are killing us."
Pinkerton, who took over the foundry
from his father, had 70 full-time
employees when India began exporting
manhole covers to the United States in
1977. Today, he has 37 employees working four days every other week. The
foundry's sales have fallen from $2.5
million in 1976 to less than $1 million
this year, Pinkerton says, while Indian
exports of covers and castings have
quadrupled.
"India is flooding this country with
cheap manhole coverings," he said.
"We understand the Indian workers are
getting $1.50 for a 10-hour day, plus of
course they have no Social Security, no
health plan, no vacation and so on. Our
cost factor for these things is another 40
percent on top of the base pay."
As a result, says Pinkerton,"Where a
typical manhole ring and cover made in
this country will sell for $120, the same
manhole ring and cover corning from
India is selling for $73 to $80."
Pinkerton filed a petition with the
U.S. Department of Commerce earlier
this year, charging that India was subsidizing its manhole cover makers. The
agency made a preliminary finding in
his favor, ordering a 21.7 percent tariff
on manhole covers coming from India.
India has appealed to overturn the
tariff and a final ruling from the Cornmerce Department is due later this
month. Pinkerton says leaving the
tariff on will keep American foundries
from going down the drain.
"Even with the 21.7 percent duty the
Imported manhole covers will still sell
for less than the US.-produced cover,
but the tariff will give American companies a chance to produce a competitive product."
Pinkerton says foundries like his,
which cast heavy metal products ranging from tank turrets to highway
drainage gates, arefoundering all over
the country because of regulatory costs
imposed by government.
"My contention is that American in-
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dustry should be protected by tariff
against costs mandated by our own
government," he said. "We spent
$500,000 in the last year for nonproductive equipment to satisfy various
regulations. That's why we can't compete. I'm not opposed to free trade, but
I want fair trade."
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20 Years Ago
HearUine is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am an American
citizen and very proud to be one. I was
Ins concentration camp from 1941 until
1943 in Germany. I managed to escape
into France and then came to America
In 1945. I still have a brother who lives
In Germany. He wrote me that since I
was a victim of Nazi persecution, I can
now pay retroactively into the German
Social Security system. I called my
local Social Security office and they
told me to contact the nearest German
consulate. I thought I would check with
you first to see if you know if this is
true. V.R.
ANSWER: US. citizens living in the
United States who were victims of Nazi

persecution have until Dec. 1, 1980, to
claim rights granted them under a recent social security agreement between
the U.S. and the Federal Republic of
Germany.
The agreement, which became effective last Dec. 1, permits victims who
are now both citizens and residents of
the U.S. to make voluntary retroactive
contributions to the German Social
Security system. The contributions
may be paid in installments over a
three-year period.
Until 1975, Berman laws allowed
persecution victims to make voluntary
contributions retroactively, for periods
when they were between the ages of 16
and 65 and were prevented from earning social security coverage because of
their persecution. Victims, however,
who left Germany with less than 60
months of Gentian social security
coverage, and who later became U.S.
GIR
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citizens, were generally denied these
rights. Yet victims who recovered German citizenship or who became citizens
of certain other countries with which
Germany had concluded social security
agreements were permitted to make
voluntary contributions.
The new agreement between the US.
and the Federal Republic of Germany
places U.S. citizens on a par with German citizens and the other eligible nationalities. It reopens the right to make
voluntary contributions during a
limited time, and it makes the eligibility requirements comparable to those
that existed until 1975 for victims who
were German citizens.
For further information, contact the
nearest German Consulate in the U.S.,
or the German Social Security Agency,
the Bundesversicherungsanstalt fur
Angestellte, Postfach, 1000 Berlin 88,
Germany. Inquiries regarding U.S.
obligations under the agreement should
be directed to the Social Security Administration, Office of International
Policy, Room 118, Altmeyer Building,
Baltimore, MD 21235.

Bible Thought
0 God, bow long shall the adversary
reproech? Shall the enemy blaspheme
thy name forever? — Psalm 74:le

Isn't it wonderful that God is not as
impatient as we? If He were not patient
we might have been destroyed before
we were converted! Or are you still
trying His patience?

(This is thefirst ofa biweekly column prepared in Washington by Kentucky's First District
U.S. Representative.)

WASHINGTON—Fewer members than usual will be voluntarily leaving
Congress at the end of this year.
Beginning in 1966, House members retiring increased every two years
until it peaked in 1978, when 49 members decided to quit. The 10senators
who chose to enter public life two years ago also set a postwar record.
However, this year 34 House members and five senators have announced they will not seek reelection. These 39 voluntary departures
from Congress will be the lowest since 1970, when 29 House members
and four senators left their jobs.
•
•
. _
The 95 freshmen in the House and six newcomers in the Senate in 1975
were unusually high numbers and thought to be in part a result of the
Watergate scandal and a desire for changes in Washington.
The "it's time for a change"theme seems to be used in more campaigns
nationwide now than in 1974.
It is widely believed that there could be more freshmen members of
Congress next January than at any time in U.S. history—and perhaps a
change at The White House too.
"'
•
President Jimmy Carter is intelligent, personable, likeable, and a
.
workaholic. He is a man of integrity and religious convictions.
However, he appears to be without an identifiable program which is
the reason identifiable groups are so lukewarm about his presidency and
candidacy for reelection. His policies do not hang together in any recognizable manner and are often contradictory. We see Carter action we like
and dislike.
•
•
The plan for President Carter to appear before the special Senate
subcommittee investigating the Billy Carter mess is a bad idea. It is demeaning for a president. Jimmy Carter will take with him not just himself.
but the office of the President as well.
It was bad judgment for the President to use his goofy brother as a
conduit with the Libyans. However, it is not the President's integrity but
his judgment that is in question.
•
•
•
The 100th annual Fancy Farm picnic was a big success for the community and the finances of historic St. Jerome Catholic Church. About
18,000 people came to the Graves County town for the special day,
including 3,000 who listened to U.S. House Majority Leader Jim Wright of
Fort Worth, Texas,former U.S.Senator and Ambassador John Sherman
Cooper (Kentucky's best known statesman internationally), Gov. John
Y. Brown, Jr., U.S. Sens. Walter D. Huddleston and Wendell H. Ford,
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins,former Governors Julian Carroll, A.B."Happy"
Chandler and Edward T."Ned" Breathitt, Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and others.
•
•
Chandler, 82, and Cooper, 78, were clearly the crowd favorites.
Chandler was ebullient while Cooper was low-key. Part of Cooper's
remarks were drowned out by the roar of the state's new twin engine
helicopter carrying Gov. Brown, who was arriving 45 minutes late at
the speaking.
Had Brown arrived earlier heivould have heard Chandler refer to the
recently purchased state fielicopter as "a $1,800,000 whirlybird."
Chandler then added, "Of course, if George Atkins was still living, that
wouldn't have happened."
Enjoying that remark the most was former Gov. Carroll,
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Although the Cuban crisis peaked in intensity during this 1962
years, months of anxiety prevailed with the ever-present fear of
nuclear attack originating in the Caribbean island might undershoot
targets aimed at Kentucky Dam, Paducah Carbide and Shawnee
Steam Plant and lay a scrambled egg on Calloway County. Consequently, the replacement to fill the office of Civil Defense, vacated
by John Pasco, by Commonwealth Attorney James Lassiter on September 24, who was amply refreshed in military tactics after returning from a year's tour of U. S. Reserve duty. The superstructure
first alert tower at the city park had long been deserted by 200 Civil
Defense fans anticipating a home run alien aerial attack, but climaxed in a snow job abandonment by late December, however
fulfilling its mission of providing jobs, extravagant expenditures, and
a grandstand full of bewildered Calloway County participants
jumping through false alarm hoops.
Mass psychotic breakdowns fortunately did not occur, but had
it become calamitous, Murray was being blessed with another addition to the Clinic medical staff upon the arrival of Dr. Donald G.
Hughes, a native son who had returned to general practice in
his chosen profession after a tour of military service in Okinawa,
Japan.
Mr. John Ryan, city attorney and able practicing attorney, died
August 23, 1962, at the age of 72 years. Although Mr. John had
overcome the rigors of humble family life and an early lingering
illness, he handily mastered the educational requirements for the
legal profession in a more than average capacity. For years he
conducted the legal and auditing requirements for the Murray Milk
Company, a role that placed him in a formidable position to acquire
controlling interest in the organization by 1942. With the change of
the firm name to the Ryan Milk Company, the company gradually
prospered under his able management policies and became one
of Calloway's most valuable organization, an industrial bottleholder to our soil.
With College High School running short of available manpower
through commencement exercises to American FFA Master Farmer
degrees, the sponsor of the high and mighty club, Charles Eldridge
Sr., even made the grade when he was granted the coveted prize
of Honorary American Master Farmer at Kansas City, Mb., Oct. 10,
1962, while accompanying another one.of his proteges, Walter Lee
Steely, who received the highest national FFA recognition.
To Be Continued

The Murray Manufacturing Company and the Amalgamated Local 1068
UAW-AFL-CIO on Aug. 11 in a joint
meeting executed a contract for a three
year period covering wages, hours, and
working conditions for maintenance
and production employees of the company.
Army PFC Donald E. Henry, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Henry, was
graduated from the non-commissioned
officers academy at Fort Lewis, Wash.
Cecelia Wallace, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. A. D. Wallace, and majorette with
the Murray High School Band, was the
twirling champion in the senior division
contest held at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees Fair. Joe Overby, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rue Overbey, and
drum major at Murray High, was second. In the junior division Devonna
Greenfield, daughter of Mrs. Shirley
Greenfield, was first, and June Ryan,
daughter of Mrs. J. N. Ryan, was second.
Max Hughes was winner of the tractor driving contest held at the MurrayCalloway County Jaycees Fair.
Richard Spann was second in the junior
division and John Lassiter in the adult
division.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Von Sdioesch.
Bobby Zane Workman,son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Workman, Murray, was one
of 90 science teachers selected from 13
states to attend the eight weeks' National Science Foundation Summer
Science Institute at Murray State College.

30 Years Ago
The Home and Farm Electrical Exposition, sponsored by the Murray
Electric System and the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation, together with the Tennessee
Valley Authority, will be shown in Murray on Aug. 15 and 16. This is one of 50
stops for the show in the Tennessee
Valley area.
"The Romance of Kentucky Quiz"
will be produced in Murray at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club on
Sept. 14. The radio program is sponsored by the Ashland Refining Com-

pany.
The Rev. George Shaver is serving as
pastor of the Oak Grove Baptist Church.
"Up at six this morning and over to
the Day and Nite Lunch for coffee. Up
early too were Ray Mwiday, Ila
Douglass, Burgess Parker, and
Rudolph Thurman," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Hewitt are now
residing in Bell City, Mo., where they
are both teaching in the school system
there.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 13, the
226th day of 1980. There are 140 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 13, 1521, the Spaniard Hernando Cortez captured what is now
Mexico City from the Aztecs.
On this date:
In 1937, the Japanese attacked
China's biggest city,Shanghai.
In 1965, 2,000 heavily-armed National
Guardsmen moved to quell black
rioting in the ghettos of Los Angeles.
Ten years ago, consumer advocate
Ralph Nader won nearly $500,000 in an
out-of-court settlement with General
Motors. Nader had charged the
automaker with invading his privacy
by investigating his personal activities.
Last year, the federal government
leveled an unprecedented civil complaint when it charged the City of
Philadelphia and its top officials with
condoning widespread police brutality
and harassment.
Today's birthday . Cuba's premiet
Fidel Castro,is 54.
Thought for today: Anger is momentary madness, so control your passion
or It will control you.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m
Every Day

TIDE

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

•

Wed. Aug. 13th Limit Rights
Thru
Reserved
Tue. Aug. 19th

FROZEN CARNATION

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

FRENCH FRIES

MILK

Home Owned
Operated

2 LB.
BAG

49 OZ.
GIANT SIZE

19

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO L DAIRY PRODUCTS

DON'T WORRY MURRAY...STOREY'S FOOD GIANT WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!!

27;1

2 OZ.
/
SHOWBOAT 141

PORK & BEANS

FLOUR

1°'

TISSUE

VI"

KRAFT

CORN MEAL

4 ROLL $

3 LB.

5L8.$ 11 07

SUNFLOWER

al

CHARMIN BATHROOM

CRtSCO

I SHORTENING

GOLD MEDAL

5 LB.

VELVETTA

$1 19

248

2 LB $

KRAFT ORANCof
JIF 18 02

$1 23 i
k AIFIRACLE WHIP

PEANUT BUTTER
TROPICANA

ORANGE JUICE

JUICE

3202.

MAZOLA

FROZEN JENO'S

CORN OIL

PIZZA'S

$ 19 $148

12 OZ.

3201.

6401

AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER

994

DOG FOOD

$559

35 OZ.
(WITH COUPON BELOW)

2 GAL.
1
/

20 LB. BAG

2/994
99'
e re assing

COUPON

COUPON

limit One Per Fam

Limit One Per Earn

Limit One Per Family

Dove

Final Touch

Dishwashing
Liquid

Fabric
Softener

Automatic
Vanish
Bowl Cleaner

Wisk
Liquid Laundry
Detergent

$249
96 oz.

Good Only Al Storeys
Fop 8 19-80

Good Only Al Wm's
fop 8 19 80

12 no

99'

$249
64.,
Good Only Al Storey's
Fop 8 19-80

Good Only Al Storey's
Fop 8-19-80

Limit One Per Fom
Automatic
Dishwasher

All

IS o..

kg
110

COUPON

Kleenex
Facial Tissue

3/$1
Rog 43

Pre -Sweetened
Country Time

Limit One Per Lam
Un Sw
Country Time

Lemonade Mix

Lemonade Mix

Limit One Per Fam

994 2/89

Good Only Al Storet
Lop 8-19 80

Good Only Al Sloret
Lop 8 19 80

Kroft

Lux

Vim Camp

French
Dressing

Dishwaskeng
Liquid

Pork & Beans

$1 19

111•1.
Rog. $1.35

100 Ct. Sol

22 oz.

994 2/69
Rog 39'

1141- $ I S
It

COUPON

vmgs On To Yon.

NO COUPONS — NO LIMIT

4-

COUPON

e

Storey's Giant Inflation Fighters

COUPON

L,m,1 One Per Fam

320.

PAPER TOWELS

BUTIERMILK

••••

99;

990
HI DRY

NEM!
CARNATION
COME & GET IT

ALL

COUPON

64 01 $149

Kroft
1000 Island

Dressing

$119

16 oz.

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Roo. S1.30
NO COUP01111041111D

Kraft
Catalina

Nabisco

In

COUPON
Limit One Per F omily
Open Pit

Dove

Bar-B-Que
Sauce

Dishwashing
Liquid

IS P6.520.
2 $11
"
Boxes
Good Only Al Storey's
819-80

IS or

69'

Good ORO LI Storeys
Exp. 8-19-80

994
1 11 sz

.22 oz.

Kraft
isr-11-Chre

Northern

Sauce

Napkins

694

44 a.

694

h..21.15

1.1.97

Illee.17*
._

NO Comm REQUIRED

No COUPON REQUIRED

NO COUP"IMMItlie

Ritz
Crackers

Dressing

1

$ 19
16...

12 ot

14.$1.46
NO COUPON REQUIRED

894
Rog. $1.09

NO COUPON REQUIRED
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We Accept U. S. Gov't
Food Stomps

LOIN

c.J

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

PORK

ROUND STEAK

;117
.
s
s
;

0

SWIFT
CANNED

HAM
$599
3 LBS.

GROUND BEEF

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

FAMILY PACK

CHUCK ROAST

FIELD
FINEST

LB.

BACON
$1 49
LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE SIRLOIN

TIP STEAK

$279

LB.

19

$149

$1
LB.

29

LB.$ 11 29

$1 19

ARMOUR CHICKEN FRY

STEAK

$11 39

SAUSAGE

LB.

LI.51 59

CIRCLE 'B'SMOKED

GinnT PRODUCE SAUIOGS)

LETTUCE

1201. 994

FIELD BY THE PIECE

GROGAN PORK

LB.

PORK RIBS

19

BOLOGNA

BREAST

FRESH PORK

COUNTRY STYLE

LB.$

FRYER

LB$2
.

CUTLETS

WIENERS

THIGHS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

RUMP ROAST

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

FRYER

SAUSAGE

LB.1
$
29

BROCCOLI

79L
CELERY

2/794
NECTARINES

79!

SUPER
BUYS

GREEN ONIONS
CUCUMBERS
BELL PEPPERS /
1 LB. RADISHES
LIMES 5/$1"

3 00

PLUMS

79!

YELLOW ONIONS
694

MIX OR MATOI

Cash Pot
This Week Win

$200

LAST WEEK'S NAME
JOSEPHINE CLEMENTS
ALMO
CARD NOT PUNCHED

4,1C.C.C4137.C.443:406.70.3MIWAX.:41:*..

-

GinnT DELI
IN STORE BAKED

WHITE BREAD
CARROT LOAF

HAM SALAD

COOKIES

PICKLE LOAF
1.703*.K..“3:4317.401(4CD:Mk.

1/2 LB.

$109

•
•
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Vote Expected To Fall Short
-

NL To Make Decision
About Designated Hitter
and aspects of the game.
nati, Philadelphia
By HARRY ATKINS
At Tuesday's most imporChicago are opposed. Three
AP Sports Writer
DETROIT ( AP) — The Na- clubs are undecided — Los tant seminar, Tom Villante,
tional League decides today at Angeles, San Fransico and executive director for
baseball's summer meetings Montreal. The rule would need marketing and broadcast for
whether to break with tradi- a simple majority of seven major league baseball, served
warning to the three major
tion and adopt the designated clubs to pass.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn television networks by outlinhitter rule after seven years of
doesn't particulary care if the ing to the owners how they
rejection.
their own netNational League clubs voted DH is adopted by the senior could crank up
so desire.
9-3 against the controversial circuit, but the commissioner work if they
"For the first time, the netDH rule in 1973, the same year said he does want the two
the American League began leagues to observe all the works now realize they have
got to protect their flanks,"
allowing a designated hitter to same rules of play.
The main thrust of the sum- Villante said. "You have a lot
.
bat for the pitcher.
mer meetings, however, is of new suitors.
The DH was considered money.
The days of their (the netagain by NC clubs two years
Baseball generally conducts
ago, failing 8-4, and indica- its serious business during work's) cavalier attitude is
tions are that it will fail again week-long winter meetings over."
The three networks basicalthis time around, although a and kisses off the summer
ly told baseball to take it or
survey conducted last week by meetings in less than a day.
the Atlanta Journal showed
This year, however, top ex- leave it, Villante said.
the margin was closing.
"Now, there is cable, pay
ecutives from all 26 clubs have
Five clubs — St. Louis, booked themselves into a cable, Home Box Office, you
Atlanta, New York, San Diego suburban hotel for two days of name it," he said. "We could
and Houston — favor the DH seminars and workshops put together our own network.
rule while Pittsburgh, Cincin- focusing on the many financial There's a whole conglomerate

of stations out there who
definitely are eager for more
live sports programming.
"We very well might do this.
Who needs the networks?
"The technology is there.
It's a very easy thing to put
together a network these days.
You don't need AT&T lines
anymore. Now, you satellite
these things together. There is
no need for a middle man."
Villante said baseball
owners, like other program
suppliers, have felt frustrated
the past few years.
"They're bullish now," he
said. "They realize it's a
seller's market. They realize
there are some other options
available. That's the whole
thrust of what Congress has
done. It has opened up a lot of
new things for live sports.
"The bottom line is that it
was a buyer's market, but
after all these years it has
become a seller's market."

Futrell, Jimmy Kelly, Jimmy Brannon, David Dill wait while
Ed Hendon takes his share.
Stall Photos By David Hibbitts

GOING FOR THE PIZZA, which was offered by Pagliai's
last night in recognition of their season, members of the
Little League team (left to right) Mark McClard, Greg

Murray Little League Team Honored

Westchester Could Be Major Step
For Watson To Gain Golf Honors
titles this year, he appeared to
be well on his way to a fourth
consecutive sweep — until last
week.
While he still has a comfortable lead in the moneywinning category with
$393,725, he suddenly finds
himself trailing in one
category and severely
challenged in another.
For the first time in almost
four seasons, he does not lead
in stroke average. Lee
Trevino went past him last
week. Trevino now has a 70.09
stroke average, Watson 70.11.
And he's under pressure
from Jack Nicklaus for player

Local Players Win
At Junior Closed
Several local players competed in the Kentucky Junior
Closed tennis championships
yesterday.
In the first round of the girls
18 and under division, three
out of four players from Murray advanced.

Starr Jones defeated Cheri
Simmons of Paducah, 7-6, 6-0;
Kathy Outland beat Kim
Ackley of Louisville, 6-2, 6-1;
and Carol Dick defeated
Louisville's Karen Conder, 64, 6-1. Catherine Dick was
eliminated by Deanna Denton
of Bowling Green,7-5, 7-5.

another money-winning title,
too. Trevino and Nicklaus are
not included in the 156-man
field, so Watson's fate is in his
own hands.
Although he played poorly
— by his standards — for the
first three rounds of the PGA,
he got back on track with a
closing 67 that made him the
man to watch in this 72-hole
chase that begins Thursday.
Other standouts in the field
include defending champion
Jack Renner, Johnny Miller,
Tom Weiskopf, Ray Floyd,
Ben 'Crenshaw, Andy Bean,
Jerry Pate, Lon Hinkle,
Howard Twitty, Larry Nelson,
Lanny Wadkins and John
Mahaffey.
The official name of the
event is the Manufacturers
Hanover Westchester Classic.
It is sponsored by the
Hanover
Manufacturers
Trust. Portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be televised nationally by
CBS.

$1,693.00

PITTSBURGH(AP) — Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback
Terry Bradshaw says in legal
papers filed here that his wife,
Jo Jo Starbuck, can't divorce
him in Pennsylvania because
she doesn't live in the state.
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Lancaster Returning To
UK, According To Story
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Murray State Team
Reports For Practice

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Former University of Kentucky athletic director Harry
Lancaster is returning to the
school as assistant basketball
coach, according to a report
by a Louisville newspaper.
The Courier-Journal, in a
+. copynglite‘r y,said thet Linz
.caster, 69, would become a
."volunteer aide" to Kentucky
:Coach Joe HalL
• Hall said only that "it isn't
.1 finalized, no decision has been
•
z made," concerning Lan-

ic

caster. "Possibly he might,
but it's not finalized," Hall
said.
However, the newspaper
said it had learned "from
other sources" that Lancaster
would be active in practices
and during games and would
accompany ;jut team on
road games.
Lancaster was an assistant
at UK for 26 years under the
late Adolph Rupp, and was
athletic director from 1968 until his retirement in 1976.

Over 100 players reported sions as NCAA regulations
back to Murray State yester- prohibit the use of pads until
day for the 1980 football the fourth day.
Also, the Racer Club's
season.
The first three days of prac- barbeque for the team, set for
tice for the Racers will be con- August 17, will be held at
ditioning and learning ses- Stewart Stadium.

MANAGER STEVE WEST receives a plaque from Jimmy
Brannon in recognition of the team's appreciation.

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say'
•
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

DISCOUNT
FOODS

T-Mart

Cash 8 Food Stomps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping tenter

Bradshaw Says His PAPER TOWELS
Wife Cannot File
For Divorce In State

not lived in the state continuously for the last six months, a filing requirement in
$2,073.00
Pennsylvania. He did not say
where she lives.
The quarterback said he is a
$2,510.00
"bona fide" resident of Louiof
Stewart Barmen, an at- siana and most the couple's
$3,092.00
torney representing the Na- marital property is there.
tional Football League player, Bradshaw owns a 480-acre
said Tuesday preliminary ob- horse and cattle ranch near
jections filed on Bradshaw's his native Shreveport.
Bradshaw's petition said he
behalf ask the Allegheny
All prices FOB Murray. All bin accessories, unloading augers,
travels to Pittsburgh "for the
his
dismiss
to
courts
Courtty
prices
close-out
electric motors, and grain dryers at special
transacting occawife's divorce petition for purpose of
matters and
business
sional
technical reasons.
participating in athletic
Starbuck, a professional ice events." He said a divorce
Call After 5:00 p.m.
skater who uses her maiden proceeding here would be inname, filed for divorce last convenient for all parties.
Keith Hays at 759-11189
week, claiming the four-year
Bradshaw, 31, and Staror Buddy Henderson 753-5448
marriage was "irretrievably buck, 29, a two-time Olympic
broken." She is seeking a divi- skater and Ice Capades star,
on of property, alimony, had a whirlwind courtship and
‘411:m'
air° lawyers' fees and a continua- were married in June 1976. It
• • tion of insurance policies.
was the second marriage for
Starbuck listed as her home Bradshaw, who was divorced
address a Pittsburgh apart- in 1974 from former Miss
ment Bradshaw occupies. But Teen-Age America Melissa
•
Bradshaw said his wife has Babish.

•

GETTING THE LAST BITE, (left to right) Mark McClard,
Chuck Adams and Shawn McClure enjoy their pizza.

494

GRAIN BIN CLOSE-OUT SALE
18 Ft. x 18 Ft.
4000 Bu. Bin
21 Ft. x 18 Ft.
5525 Bu. Bin
24x18
7313 Bu. Bin
27x18 Ft.
9374 Bu. Bin

of the year honors. Nicklaus'
victory in the PGA gave him
50 points for the season. Watson had 60. The World Series
of Golf carries bonus points.
Should Nicklaus win there,
he'd be in position to take
player of the year. However, should Watson
win Westchester — and he's
favored — he'd take a major
stride toward a successful
defense of the Vardon Trophy
and player of the year titles.
A victory would give him 70
points, and he is assured of
other points from the moneywinning list. So he could all
but clinch player of the year.
The Westchester Country
Club course, only 6,603 yards,
often yields some of the lower
scores on the tour. The
average winning score over
the past few years is in the low
270s — which would go a long
way toward improving the
stroke average.
The $72,000 first prize virtually would secure him

.::M•7

•

By BOB GREEN
AI'Golf Writer
HARRISON, N.Y. (API —
Tom Watson, suddenly under
fire from a couple of quarters,
could Lake a major step
toward seasonal honors this
week in the $400,000
Westchester Golf Classic.
Watson has been golf's
outstanding performer over
the past three years. In all of
those seasons he swept honors
as the leading money-winner,
player of the year and winner
of the Vardon Trophy for the
low stroke average.
As the winner of the British
Open and five Atherican Tour
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Three Teams Stand Only A Half-Game Apart In Western Division
IMMI

By HERSCHEL NILSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The National League is having a grand old time playing
"Can You Top This

NI Roundup
No sooner had the Montreal
Expos climbed into a tie with
the world champion Pittsburgh Pirates in the East
Division Tuesday night, then
the West finished the day with
three teams just one-half
game apart.
Montreal regained a share
of the lead by blanking the St.

Louis Cardinala 4-0 -itatii -the -Chicago Cubs 8-5 in the comhelp of a triple play while the pletion of Monday's suspended
Pirates had their eight-game game and then won the
winning streak ended by the regularly scheduled contest,
New York Mets 3-1.
as well, 5-2.
Meanwhile, the Los Angeles
Dodgers suffered a stunning 76 loss to the Atlanta Braves
and saw their lead in the West
remain at one-half game over
the Houston Astros, 2-0 losers
to the San Francisco Giants.
The Cincinnati Reds edged the
San Diego Padres 3-2 and trail
the Dodgers by one-half game
and Houston by one percentage point.
In other action, the
Philadelphia Phillies beat the

the bottom of the fourth but
third baseman Larry Parrish
snared George Hendrick's
smash at his shoetops and
threw to second baseman
Ellis Valentine singled and Rodney Scott to nail HerGary Carter doubled him nandez. Scott then relayed to
first baseman Warren
home in the fourth inning as
Cromartie before Simmons
the Expos defeated the Cardinals behind the four-hit pit- could get back.
Mets 3, Pirates 1
ching of Fred Norman, Elias
Ray Bun-is blanked PittSosa and Woodie Fryman.
Norman, making only his fifth sburgh for eight innings and
start, allowed'ati four hits in Alex Trevino broke up a pitching duel with a two-run
six innings-plus.
single off Rick Rhoden in the
One of the Cardinals' seventh. Lee Mazzilli and
hardest shots wound up as a Claudell Washington opened
triple play. Keith Hernandez the Mets' seventh with singles
and Ted Simmons singled in followed by a Steve Henderson

sacribee. Joel Youngblood
was walked intentionally to
load the bases but Trevino
spoiled the strategy with a

Biff Pocoroba and Brian
Asselstine's single. Burroughs' blast was the third
home run of the game for the
Braves. Dale Murphy tut his
The Mets added a run ift the 19th with the bases empty in
ninth on Henderson's inside- the second inning and Bob
thepark homer. Burris, who Horner slammed his 23rd, a
was on the disabled list for a three-run shot in the third. The
month with a broken thumb, Dodgers had taken a 6-4 lead
lost his shutout when Mike with four unearntd runs in the
Easier led off the bottom of seventh.
Giants 2, Astros 0
the ninth with a home run.
Allen Ripley, who pitched
seven innings before suffering
Braves 7, Dodgers6
Pinch hitter Jeff Burroughs a pulled hamstring, and Gary
slugged a game-winning Lavelle combined for a seventhreerun homer with one out hit shutout. Mike lvie and
in the top of the ninth off Rick Rennie Stennett drove in runs
Sutcliffe following a walk to off loser Joe Niekro in the

sixth inning. bile got his second game-winning RBI in
two nights with a bloop single
over shortstop after singles by
Larry Herndon and Jack
Clark. Stennett drove in the
second run with a grounder.
Reds 3,Padres 2
Ron Oester hit a three-run
seventh-inning homer and
fellow rookie Joe Price hurled
a three-hitter for his first complete game in the majors.
Loser Randy Jones had the
Reds shut out until two out in
the seventh when Johnny
Bench drew Jones' only walk,
Dave Concepcion singled and
Oester followed with his se-

cond major league homer.
Mlles 8-5, Cubs 5-2
Bob Boone's eighth-inning
homer snapped a 2-2 tie and
led the Phillies to victory in
the regularly scheduled game
as Steve Carlton, 18-6, scattered eight hits. In the completion of Monday's game, which
was tied 5-5 after 10 innings
when darkness intervened,
Bake McBride singled home
the go-ahead run in the tap of
the 15th and Mike Schmidt added a two-run triple as
Philadelphia snapped a 10game losing streak on the
road. Schmidt drove in two
runs in the regular game with
his 29th homer and a single.

It's A Night For The 'Birds'In AL As Fidrych Returns, Yankees Win
iIe

Us

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Some were winners and.
some were losers, but
everything came up Birds in
the American League Tuesday night.
Ma'rk "The Bird" Fidrych
made his first flight on a major league mound in 1980 Tues-

day night, trying to come back
for the fourth time since he
captured the hearts of
baseball in 1976 with his zany
antics and pinpoint control
that helped him to a 19-9
record.
Fidrych pleased Detroit
Tigers Manager Sparky
Anderson by displaying a live-

ly fast ball that has been missing since arm miseries began
to threaten his career four
years ago. And his control was
classic Bird - 120 pitches, 80
strikes.
In fact the only thing that
spoiled the evening for the
roaring crowd of 48,361 Birdwatchers at Tiger Stadium

was that Fidrych lost the
game, 5-4 to the Boston Red
Sox

Al Roundup
Meanwhile, Doug Bird was
a winning bird with five innings of scoreless relief that

Marshall Is In Fair Condition After Glider Accident

lard,

'ce
lations
Ls until

Club's
set for
Leld at

BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
- Former Minnesota
lYikings'captain Jim Marshall
*as in fair condition Tuesday
evening after three and one:a1f hours of surgery following
hangglider accident earlier
tri the day.
Marshall, a defensive end
for the Vikings for 19 years,
had attempted a take-off in the
gaspowered glider and hit a
light pole about 15 feet above
the ground at Bloomington
Jefferson Senior High School
in suburban Minneapolis.
Marshall, 42, who retired
after last season, sustained
multiple injuries, including a
broken leg, broken arm,
severe lacerations and possible back injuries.
Officials initially reported
Par.

his condition as serious, but
not life-threatening. He was
pulled from the wreckage by
two youngsters and a school
custodian and taken to nearby
Fairview Southdale Hospital.
"Any other man, it would
have killed him," said Minnesota geed Coach Bud Grant
from the Vikings' training
camp in Mankato, Minn.,
when informed of the accident.
Grant was referring to the
well-documented history of
Marshall's numerous flirts
with disaster.
Marshall, who holds the National Football League record
for most consecutive games
(282), most consecutive
games with one team (270 with

By The Associated Press
2, 6-7, 7-5 in the opening round of the
TENNIS
$75,000 Stowe Grand Prix tennis tourna• "'„ TORONTO AP)- Top-seeded Bjorn
ment.
Illorg of Sweden defeated Canadian Steve
In other matches, fourthseeded Billy
Zlogul 6-3, 6-2 in the opening round of a
Scanlon defeated Terry Rocavert of
1025,000 international tennis townsAustralia, 6-2, 6-4. Marcel Freeman beat
thent.
file Nasta.se of Romania, 7-8, 5-7, 8-4;
In other matches, third-seeded Vitas
top-seeded Peter Fleming beat Fritz
Gerulaita beat Tom Cain 6-2, 6-1; fourthBuetuung, 3-6, 7-5, 7-5; Sixth-ranked Kim
.aeeded Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia
Warwick of Australia, was defeated by
*wined Colin Dowdeswell of Switzerland
Bob Lutz 7-6, 6-1; third-seeded Vijay
063. 6-1; Erik Van Dillen beat John Lloyd
Amritraj of India, eliminated Tony
41 Britain 6-2, 6-2; Brian Teacher
Gtarrunaova, 6-4, 6-3, and Mark Ed*Ideated Russell Simpson of New
mondson of Australia, ousted Dick
Zealand 6-3, 7-6; Stefan Simonson of
Stockton 6-3,6-4.
Sweden beat Canadian Glenn Michibata
CLEVELAND (
- Guillermo
14,6-2; Leo Patin of Finland ousted Van
Vitas, the top seed in the $75,000 Western
Wlnitsky 6-4, 2-6, 6-2; Heinz Guntharitt of
Open Tennis Championships, was
Switzerland eliminated Steve Docherty
among 12 singles players to advance
pi, 6-3; and Sandy Mayer whipped Jeff
during play at the Harold T Clark TenGAtens 6-2,7-6.
nis Center, defeating Ben McKovrn 6-3, 6In women's play, top-seeded Martina
I.
liavratilova beat Sherry Acker 1-6, 6-2,
In other matches, secondseeded Gene
74; Andrea Jaeger, the No.8 seed, beat
Mayer and thirdseeded Victor Amaya
Sham Lg• of Australia 6-4, 6-3; Tanya
also advanced. Mayer defeated Joel
Raeford"! South Africa downed Anne
Bailey 6-1, 7-5, and Amaya ousted Matt
..*bbi of Britain 8-2, 6-3; Betty Stove of
Mitchell 7-6,6-2
"be Netherlands defeated Regina Mar
*ova of Czechoslovakia 7-6, 7-6; Ann
BOWLING
trimmed Nina Bohm of
WAUKEGAN, Ill. ( API -- Guppy
6-2, 7-5; Lindsay Morse beat
Troup rolled a finalgame 245, then wateatri
ls
e'Madruga of Argentina 6-3 3-6, 7ched Earl Anthony miss a three-pin
tt; Jeanne Duvall downed Kate Lathant
spare that would have beat him, to take
74, 6-4; Wendy Ttu-nbull of Australia
first place in the 190,000 Waukegan Open
tapped Rosalyn Fairbank of South
on the Professional Bowlers' Association
Africa 6-4, 6-0; Anne Smith defeated
tour.
11), Horvath 6-4, 7-8; Pam 5/Inver
Troup took home $11,000 for the win,
ed back Roberta McCallum 6-4. 6-3,
his second on the pro bowlers' tour.
sad Sharon Walsh disposed of Betsy
Prior to the championship match, Troup
Nagehien
beat third-place Gil Sliker 223-199. Sliker
STOWE, Vt. (AP) - Secondseeded
had beaten fifthplace Tom Baker 219455
Roscoe Tanner cefeated Tony Grahameand fourth-place Steve Martin 298-200.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
FAST
W
L
Pit GB
New Yet
90 G
.622 BaltUncre
65 45
.501
Pt
Detroit
58 50
.537
94i
Boston
58 53
.523 11
Milwatibie
59 54
.522 11
Cleveland
56 52
.519 11½
Toronto
* 63
.432 21
WEST
Kansas eity
71 42
620
Oakland
3636
.509 13Vi
Texas
53 57
482 181
/
2
Minnesota
49 63
438 20½
Owego
47 64
423 73
Cthfonua
4590
400 24‘s
Seattle
41 71
.366

W.Gmne•
Tbronto 3-6, Milwaukee 1-4
,
Cleveland 2, Texas 1
Boston 5, Detroit 4
New York 6, Clic:ago 4, 10 innings
Kansas City 4, Baltimore 3
Stromlo* 3, Oaldand 2
California 9, Seittle 6
Wednesday's Games
Them (Medi& 961 A Cleveland (Gar
land 94i, In)
Boston (Tudor 3-1) at Detroit (Petry 76),(n)
Chicago (Dotson 8-7) nt New Ycrk
(Guidry 197),(n)
Torcrto (Todd 00) at Milwaukee (Fbas
134),(n)
Baltimore (Palmer 12-11) at Kansas City
(Gale 10.7), 101
(iddand (Keough 12411 at folthareota
(ArrtOu 241, In)

California (Wad* 12) A Seal*
(Beattie 41),(n)
NAlIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet. GB
Montreal
64 • .586
Pitteltrgh
64 M
.546
Philadelphia
57 52
KC
5
New Yet
52 57
491
Pe
SL Louis
49 61
.445 13vs
Chicago
45 86
.405 18
WEST
tos Angeles
61 52
.540 Houston
60 52
.536
Onceinati
61 13
.521
/
1
2
San Francesco
55 58
.497
6
Attests
52 SD
.464
8,
1
San Diego
50 84
.439 II)"
We Games
Philadelphia 86, Clung° 5-2, 1st game
15 kiting& completion of Monday's singum
New Yolk 3, Pittabirgh I
Stain* 4, St. Louis 0
Cincinnati 3, San Diego 2
Athinta 7, Los Angeles 6
San Francwo 2, Houston 0
Wednesday's Comes
Philadelphia (Mews' 10.71 A Chicago
(Reuichel 90)
Houton (Ftuhie
at San Frimcisco
(Krappe S-14)
New York (Falcone 5-7) C Ptttsburgh
(Candelaria 11-11),In)
Montreal (lea 441 C Stith* (Forsch
(n)
Cincinnati (LaCcas 6-9) at San Diego
(Sbirley 9-71,(n)
Atlarta (McWilliams 9
-Al at los Ango
les (Montan 104), In)

-

the first two innings before he
settled dowu to blank the Red
Sox for the next five. "I took
some time to get in the
groove."
After the Tigers scratched
back to tie the game 4-4,
Fidrych gave up a solo homer
to Jim Dwyer that won the
game for Boston.
Royals 4, Orioles 3
Baltimore Manager Earl
Weaver had reliever Tim
Stoddard walk .390 hitter
George Brett intentionally
with third base open in the
ninth inning, setting up a
bases-loaded walk to Amos
Otis that gave Kansas City its
victory in the bottom of the
ninth inning.
Yankees 8, White Sox 4
Randolph was walked with
one out and runners at first
and third before reliever Ed
Farmer grooved a do-or-die 32 pi for at Jones bombed into
the right field seats for a
grand slam.
The White Sox trailed 3-1
after four innings but came
back against starter Luis
Tiant before Bird relieved to
blank them the last five innings.

Blue Jays 3-5, Brewers 1-4
A two-run single in the
eighth inning by Lloyd Moseby
won the first game and a tworun triple by Ernie Whitt in
the ninth won the second for
Toronto over Milwaukee.
Despite the sweep by the
Blue Jays, who had lost seven
of their previous eight starts,
they still suffered a setback as
outfielder Barry Bonnell sustained a broken cheekbone
when he was hit by a pitch
from Lary Sorensen. The errant pitch loaded the bases for
Moseby, who delivered the
tiebreaking single and made a
winner of Jim Clancy, 11-8,
who pitched a six-hitter.
Homers by Robin Yount and
Mark Brouhard helped the
Brewers take a 4-3 lead into
the ninth of the second game.
But Bill Castro, 0-4, allowed
Singles to Roy Howell and
Doug Ault before Whitt lined a
shot to the right field corner to
score the tying and winning
runs.
,
Indians 2, Rangers 1
Rick Waits pitched a sixhitter for 82-3 innings and got
lastout relief help from Victor

Cruz, who saved Cleveland's
victory over Texas by getting
Richie Zisk to pop up for the
final out with the tying run on
second.
Toby Harrah knocked in the
only Cleveland runs off
Ferguson Jenkins, 10-10, with
a tworun homer in the sixth inning.
Twins 3, A's 2
Glenn Adams hit a solo
homer in the bottom of the
ninth that was just fair and
barely over the fence but it
was enough to give Minnesota
a victory over Oakland. His
third homer of the year made
a winner of reliever Doug Corbett, 8-3, who got the last two
outs in the last of the ninth.
Greg Gross homered for
Oakland in the eighth to tie the
score 2-2 and John Castino
also homered for the Twins.
Angels 9, Mariners 6
Rod Carew sparked a
threerun seventh-inning with
a runscoring double and
California went on to beat
Seattle.
Bert Campaneris had a
threerun homer for the Angels
and Tom Paciorek and Jim
Anderson homered for Seattle.
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Major Leagues At A Glance

•

Vic
2"

was involved in a head-on collision which killed the driver
of the other car.
In 1965, he got a grape lodged in his windpipe and nearly
choked to death, and in 1970 he
needed surgery for internal
bleeding following a routine
tonsillectomy.
Perhaps his most publicized
close encounter with death
came in 1971, when Marshall
and some friends were stranded on a freezing, Wyoming
mountaintop. One man died in
the blizzard and Marshall
himself drove his snowmobile
over,a cliff, but was able to cling to some rocks and avoid a
long drop. The group eventually was forced to burn money to
stay alive before being
rescued.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief

103

the Vikings) and most career
fumble recoveries (29), had a
spectacular career both on
and off the field.
He received instantpational
publicity in 1964 when he
returned a fumble 66 yards the
wrong way against the San
Francisco 49ers.
But it was his adventurous,
private life which most attracted the fancy of sports
feature writers.
In 1960, while playing for the
Cleveland Browns, he nearly
died of encephalitis. The standard joke was that, while most
people die of encephalitis,
Marshall was only traded (to
the Vikings in 1961).
In 1964, he accidentally shot
himself in the side while cleaning a pistol and later that year

carried the New York
Yankees into the bottom of the
10th, when Ruppert Jones
followed an intentional walk to
Willie Randolph with a grand
slam homer for an 8-4 victory
over the Chicago White Sox.
That gave the Yankees a
3 -game lead in the
American League East over a
whole team of birds, the
Baltimore Orioles, who also
had an intentional walk
strategem fail in a 4-3 loss to
the Kansas City Royals.
In other AL games, the
Toronto Blue Jays (birds all)
swept a doubleheader from
the Milwaukee Brewers, 3-1
and 5-4; the Cleveland Indians
edged the Texas Rangers 2-1,
the California Angels stopped
the Seattle Mariners 9-6 and
the Minnesota Twins nipped
the Oakland A's 3-2.
"I'll be honest, I never
believed he could throw like
that," said Anderson of
Fidrych's performance. "He
had a good fastball and a
much better breaking ball that
I was led to believe."
"I wasn't that jittery," said
Fidrych of his shaky start that
saw him give up four runs in

sssosommonor'

2
'
5
O
f
f
End•of•Summer

CLEARANCESALE

Transactions
9c
7c

Fol:7

)DU
1.11CIII7

Georgia Dixieland

Peaches

38 lb. case $650

Georgia

Melons

$1
"
to$250
Firm
Nice
We Will Buy

T matoes

JONES PRODUCE
305 South 12th
Murray, Ky.

753-3773

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX-Recalled Bruce
Hurst, pitcher, from Pawtucket of the
International League. Optioned Bob
Ojeda, pitcher. to Pawtucket.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Recalled
Mike Griffin, pitcher, from Columbus of
the International League. Optioned Tim
Lollar, pitcher. to Columbus
Natimal League
CHICAGO CUBS-Reactivated Dave
Kingman. outfielder, from the disabled
list. Optioned Jim Tracy, first baseman.
to Wichita of the American Association
PTITSBURGH PIRATES-Acquired
Mark Lee, pitcher, from the San Diego
Padres to complete•deal that sent Kurt
Bevacqua, infielder, to the Ptrates.
Assigned Lee to the Portland Beavers of
the Pacific Coast League
ST LOUIS CARDINAIS-Reactivated
Bobby Bonds, outfielder, from the
disabled list. Sent Tito Landrum, outfielder, to Wingfield of the American
Association.
Americas Associatlem
DENVER BEARS-Acquired Luis
Quintana, pitcher, from the Baltimore
Orioles organization.
BASKETBALL
Mimeo's Basketball League
DALLAS-Signed Cathy Shoemaker,
forward, and Alfred& Abernethy and

CONCERNED ABOUT FOOD COSTS?
Than don't be mislead by a few weekend
specials. It's the total that counts. Check Big John's
everyday shelf prices They are the lowest everyday.

Gwen Walker. centers, to 2-year contracts. Signed Doreen George, guard,
and Jeanie Stevenson, guard, to I-year
contracts.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Cut Kent
Pertov, defensive end, and Anthony
King, tight end.
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Cut Sammy Johnson, running bock; Steve
Young, tackle; Ralph McGill, safety.
Jack Williams, linebacker; Mark Thorson, defensive back; and Joe Odom,
guard-center.
MIAMI DOLPHINS-Signed Bob
Kuechenberg, offensive lineman, and
Bennie Leverette, running back. Placed
Wes Alstatt, fullback, on injured
waivers. Waived Jay Battier. safety.
Mike Good, guard; and Dennis McCollins, defensive tackle.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES-Claimed
Cleveland Jackson,tight end, on waivers
from the New York Giants.
PITTSURGH STEELE RS- Waived
Tracy King, wide receiver, and Keevan
Grind-nett, defensive tackle.
HOCKEY
Native* Hockey League
HARTFORD WHALERS-Named
George DurNinne director of operations
for their rninor4eague American Hockey
League team in Binghamton, N Y
LOS ANGELFS KINGS-Signed Jim
Fox, right wing, and Greg Terrion,
center
NEW YORK RANGERS-Acquired
Gord Smith, defensemart from the Winnipeg Jets for cash and assigned him to
New Haven at the American Hockey
Association
COLLEGE
BROOKLYN COLLEGE-Named
Sabrina Grant assistant athletic diroctoe
and assistant recreation director.
_2M-Named James Djs soccer coach
UNIVERSITY
COLOF
ORADO-Massed Gene Mortimer football offennve coordinator and quarterback coach, Named Ron Marchisk ofcanter. guard and kicking mock
ligned Ron Hubbard offensive tackle
BM tight and mach.

ALL

BASEBALL
GLOVES,ICE CHESTS &JUGS,
SWIM MASKS. SNORKELS
& FINS, INFLATABLE SWIM
ITEMS, WADING POOLS.
LAWN FURNITURE, CHAIRS.
LOUNGES,PICNIC TABLES,
PORCH SWINGS &
CHARCOAL GRILLS.

ALL

20% OFF

TACKLE & MARINE
SUPPLIES. INCLUDING
SUCH FAMOUS NAMES AS
ZEBCO DAIWA. GARCIA.
JOHNSON. MINN-KOTA.
PLANO. BERKLEY. STREN.
MY BUDDY. PENN, REBEL,
RAPALA. LOWRANCE.
SHAKESPEARE. STEARNS

TIGER PAW
STEEL & GLASS
RADIALS
TIGER PAW
BELTED TIRES

i
e
ge.
g

SALE ENDS
THIS SATURDAY!
VISA

ALL

ALL

TOOL HANGERS,
LONG HANDLE GARDEN
TOOLS, SHOVELS,
FERTILIZER SPREADERS,
WHEELBARROWS AND
GARDEN CARTS
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO
QUANTITIES ON HAND, SORRY
NO RAINCHECKS ON THIS EVENT'

OTASCO

FANS THAT
ARE IN STOCK
FLOOR
MODEL. WINDOW &
TABLE MODELS,
OSCILLATING AND
REVERSIBLE

Pt-ices Good Through Saturday At All OTASCO Stores and PARTICIPATING DEALERS.
- Bel Air Center

us'13
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tarts
Aug. 13
Sale Ends
Au. 19

Sa e

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

10-8 SUNDAY

IGA
SNOKREEM

KRAFT
MIRACLE

TIDE

WHIP

POWDERED
DETERGENT
840Z.

99
259
WITH $10.00
PURCHASE

3 LB.

sLe
NATURE BEST $
UTS

69 DEL MONTE

BIG COUNTRY GOOD & BUTTERY
10 CT

2179c
KINDS

BISCUITS
ONY ASSORTED

HALVES

PEACHES
JOY

SLICES
29 OZ.

.. 79c
79c cmsuP24
DEL MONTE 46 OZ.

CAKE
MIXL

FLOUR

8

PLAN,
F-RISINGG
SELN
S LB.

TOMATO
JUICE

SMUCKERS

CREAM OF

GRAPE

MUSHROOM SOU

JELLY

32 OZ.

CASCADE

COUNTRY TIME
DISHWASHER
LEMONADE MIX

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT
100z.

$498
COFFEE
MXIDALitliiimat

31 OZ.

17 OZ.

BANQUET
FROZEN

SANDWICH

BREAD

CHICKEN

24 OZ LOAF

2\89s

ALL FLAVORS
180Z.

CAMPBELL

10 OT.

GRINDS

99c
79c CHEESE
89c
si PSHOORWKB&OBAETANS c SHOWBOAT CUT
9 YAMS IGA2189`

DETERGENT 22 OZ.
BETTY CROCKER READY TO
29
SPREAD
ALL FLAVORS 12 OZ

MAXWELL
HOUSE
OR s2")
FOLGER

149 COFFEE

DEL MONTE

„,
3/ 100 FROSTING
BETTY CROCKER
GOLD MEDAL

OG
OOD

We Reasons The Right To Limit Quantities

LD
ASSORTEDCA

SHORTENING

LIMIT ONE
320Z.

16

NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunda

IVORY
1 SOAP 4PACK
KRAFT
m
929 PARKAY

9fic
3501.

DIET OR DiNIP MARGARINE

$229

1 LB.

DETERGENT

IGA POW

9C I

ED

SUGAR
DONUTS
IGA BUNNY 4 PK.

DANISH
ROLLS

99c
79c

BANQUET
T.V.

TOTINOS RC
IGA
BISCUITS DINNERS PIZZA COLAS
139
10
109 SPECIAL VALUES ON THESE GENERIC LABEL PRODUCTS
REGULAR OR
BUTTERMILK
6 PK.

690

8 PK.
16 OZ.

9ALL

11 OZ.

LIPTON 100 COUNT

$249

SALTINE

SWEET PEAS, WHOLE TOMATOES,
CUT GREEN BEANS

CRACKERS

3is 1"1

TEA BAGS

CATSUP 32 OZ 88c

1

SHORTENING 42 OZ $129

FAIIRK

PINK
HALVES

SLICES

PEACHES 22 SIZE 69c

BLEACH I GAL 79c

WAFFLE
SALAD DRESSING

S

79c

DETERGENT 32 OZ.

9C

SOFTNER 1 GAL

93`

YRUP 2401.

in 88c

NEW

LIPTON

BREYERS
ICE

INSTANT

CREAM
189
2

GAL

TEA
159

DOG
CHOW

COME AND GET IT

30Z.
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MEAT AND PRODUCE
DEPARTMENT
/
E
R
SPECIALS

/ER

Check Our Produce Dept. For A Large Selection Of Fresh Produce At Competitive Prices!

CENTER CUT

PORK
HOPS

CHOPS

$10?

HALF PORK LOIN

SLICED IN

*4°
rb-- .1. 1;(

REELF001

SMOKE
PICNKS

,

dirteo$

3or

41,
0' •

SLICED

89c Lb

LB.
WHOLE

LB.
COUNTRY STYLE PORK

QUARTER PORK LOIN

BONELESS BUTTERFLY

BACK RIBS PORK CHOPS
$1129
sr
!
•

CHOPS $17

LB.

THIN SLICED BREAKFAST

LOIN END PORK

LEAN 8 TENDER

CHOPS 1!
5 LOIN ROAST TENDERLOIN'ZILT
$1 29
WHOLE
WIENERS AM STEAKVir
FRYERS
CENTER
PO
RK
CHOPS
sCED
IN THE PIECE PORK

REELFOOT
ARROWHEAD

LB.

OSCAR MEYER

$32

16 OZ

6
9
'
1p 2
4

LIMIT 3

CUT SMOKED

LB.

JIM ADAMS IGA
MONEY SAVER COUPON
WORTH

so

LIVER "LB

REELFOOTS
OLD FASHION
SLICED

JIM ADAMS IGA
MONEY SAVER COUPON
WORTH
OFF THE PURCHASE
OF ONE PKG.
C
25 MR. FRITTER BREADED
PATTIES - 14 OZ.

Of
OJne
The
T ackagei.
Purchasev4Of
Sliced Country Ham

"TASTE 0 SEA"8 OZ.
BREADED

FISH 69c
STICKS

PKG.

ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

EXPIRES AUG. 19, 1980

EXPIRES AUG. 19, 1980

$189

TURKEY
FRANKS
LOW
FAT,
(80%
FAT
FREE)

12 OZ. PKG.
FAMILY PAK

JIM ADAMS IGA PRODUCE SPECIALS
CELERY •jac
79c
. tERDAPES 89!
OKRA

RAG 98!..
BOLOGNA
MUSHROOMS
LC STALK

FRESH
DAWN DISH

al

M

S OZ COP

320!.

49c

$1

LWTON 21 COINIT

I

TALL CAN $ 69

TEA BAGS
MUSTARD
SAUCE

SPEARS

FASWEET

24 OZ 93c

'KRAFT CO CAL ITALIAN

soz. 59(

250!.63`

KRAFT BAR-B-4

VLASK KOSHER

LIQUID
mows
PIZZA

540! S 1 S9

VAN CAMP

KRAFT

samoikosl"

APPLE JUICE

n Si.ills
11 OZ.

97c

12ez.5122

PORK
& BEANS

303 CAN

39`

PLACRIAAN SAMEL

MUSTARD

CUBE
STEAK
$278
Le

20 LB.

TREE TOP
;FIZZ"

MANNA WHITE

DRESSING

WHITE RADISHES

S147

KODIAK PINK

MEAL

89

8 OZ. PACK

COMPARE THESE LOW SHELF PRICES

DETERGENT
SALMON

31

FILETS
12 OZ.

MADE FROM 100% FRESH NATURAL TURKEY MEAT

PEACHES

VAN DE CAMP
HADDOCK

LOUIS RICH

BOLOGNA
REELFOOT
PEE WEE

49'

cooi 39'

MINSLINAN

APPLESAUCE
59c
lea
CORN FLAKES iloz.8W

POTATOES
RED OR WHITE

199
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I Deaths & Funerals I
Dewey Harris Dies
At The Age Of 79
At Westview Home

Mrs. McDaniel Dies
Today At Westview
At The Age Of 82

Dewey Harris of Murray
Route 6 died Tuesday at 4:11
p.m. at the Westview Nursing
Home. He was 79 years of age.
The Calloway man,a retired
employee of. the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company,
was a member of the Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born Oct. 1, 1899, in
Alabama, he was the son of
the late Jacob Henry Harris
and Isabel Moucha Harris.
Mr. Harris is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Flora Harris,
Murray Route 6; one
daughter, Mrs. Marjorie
Sparks, Scottsdale, Ariz.; two
sons, George Harris, Prescott,
.Ariz., and Charles Harris,
Battle Creek, Mich.; two
sisters, Mrs. Mytle Houk and
Mrs. 011ie Garey, Norton,
Ohio; 11 -grandchildren; nine
great grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Mary Ovye McDaniel,
widow of Ragon McDaniel,
died today at 9:40 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 82 years of age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church. Born June 2, 1898, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
Cohoon and Susan Mary
Beaman Cohoon.
Mrs. McDaniel is survivpd
by one daughter, Mrs. S. Keith
(Eva) Morris, 1214 Dogwood
Drive, Murray; one son,
James E. McDaniel, Dunedin,
Fla.; three grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill-Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements.

-

Charlie W. Adams'
Funeral Services
Planned Thursday

•

The funeral for Charlie W.
Adams will be held Thursday
at 11 a.M, at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Julian
Warren offidiating kind Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Alton
Swift, Robert Wiggins, Brent
Adams, Kelly Burton, Lawton
Burton, and John Burton.
Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Adams, 72, a resident of
G3South Side Manor, Murray,
died Tuesday at 6:15 a.m, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Mrs. Martha Bishop Adams, died Feb.
25,1979.
He is survived by one
btotlier, Parvin Adams, Murray Route 2, and one nephew,
Brent Adams,Murray.

Stock Market

Prices of stocks of local interest at II
a m CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan
Corp of Murray.
+2.22
industrial Average
44's +
Air Products
55.
American Motors
35ka
Ashland
53% •'•
American Telephone
81...
Chrysler
27% +
Ford Motor
+•.
II
G.A.F.
No Trade
General Care
72
General Dynamics
.unc
534
General Motors
17.15 -1x
General Tire
. AB
214
Goodrich
.
154
Goodyear
43 +4
,,,,
Gulf Oil
17'. +•.
Hardees
324 unc
Heublein
671,4
I B.M. ...............
28A
27T.B
Jerico
K-Mart
444 unc
Kuhn's Big K
31 -.I.
Pennwalt
32 -S.%
Quaker Oats
+1...
37%
Texaco
35'1 -%
U.S. Tobacco
43
16'sA
164
Wendy's

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
August 13, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations •
Receipts. Act. 698 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady, mostly .50-1.00
higher
. 848.25-48.75
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
. 848.00-48.50
US 2 210-250 lbs
547.00-48.00
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
US 2-4300-286 lbs.
Sows
538.00-39.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
1037.00-39.00
US 1-3 300-450 Ihs
$39.00-41.00
US 1-3 450400 lbs.
841.00-42.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs.
536.00-37.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 29.00-32.00

Democrats Hand Kennedy Consolation Prize
By TOM KAUAI
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK 1API -- The
Democratic National Convention, forging a platform on
which to battle Ronald
Reagan in November, handed
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy a
consolation victory on
economic policy Tuesday. The
delegates also adopted planks
giving strong support to abortion funding and the Equal
Rights Amendment.
The convention agreed to
embrace Kennedy's proposal
that ending unemployment be
made the nation's No. 1 priority.
On a 1,763.6 to 1,390.8 vote,
delegates gave Kennedy the
victory on his "full employment" plank that had eluded
in his abandoned quest for
-him
the party's presidential
nomination.
The votes on the Kennedy
unemployment assured that
Kennedy's stamp would be
clearly on the party's 1980
platform.
It also set the stage for Kennedy's appearance before the
convention later in the day to
speak in behalf of other
minority economic planks he
is supporting, including his

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP (USDA) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
800; compared to Tuesday's close
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
cows and bulls fully steady; slaughter
calves and vealers untested; feeders
steady; commercial cows 46.50-46.75;
utility 45.00-48.50, several high dressing
49.00-51 25; cutter 4499-4886, canner
and cutter under 800 lb mostly 39.754499. slaughter bulls grade 1-2 1015-2170
lb 56.50-69.75; feeder steers medium
frame 1240-369 lb 81.25-88 00; few 400-500
lb 73.50-75.75; 500-600 lb 72.50-76.50; 600.
650 lb 71.75-74.00, 700-880 lb 68.50-74.60;
medium frame 2 300-500 lb 65.00-72.50;
500-700 lb 64 00-68.50; large frame 2
mostly Holsteins 350.470 lb 59 00-67.75.
520.615 lb 55.00.62.50; 730-975 lb 57.0059.50; medium and large frame 1-2 bulls
480-710 lb 57.75-65.25; heifers medium
frame 1 300-500 lb 65.00-70.00, few to
77.50; few 760 lb 63.25; medium frame 2
300-500 lb 61.75-65.00; 500-700 lb 57.7563.75; large frame 2400-526 lb 57.75-84.00
Hogs 20(6) including 1200 feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday's close barrows
and gilts fully steady; 1-2215-220 lb 49.505986; 2210-250 lb 49.00-4950; 2-3 230-270
lb 48.50.49.69; 1-3 200-205 lb 46.25-47.50;
sows 1.00-1.25 lower; 1-2 350-400 lb 40.7541.75; 400-475 lb 41.75-42.75; 475-565' lb
42.75-43.65, few to 44.50; boars over 300 lb
36.50-39.00
Sheep 25, untested early.

call for a $12 billion antirecession jobs program.
Despite other efforts at accord, President Carter refused to yield to the plank containing Kennedy's $12 billion
jobs program. However,
representatives of the president were circulating a
"proposed compromise" offering the promise of the
economic recovery program
Carter is expected to unveil in
several weeks as a substitute
for the Kennedy plan.
There was no suggestion
that Kennedy forces were interested in the "compromise," however. Carter
aide Bernard Aaronson said
the president was prepared to
support its language
regardless of the outcome of
the vote on the Kennedy plank,
suggesting the president
might disavow the Kennedy
plan if adopted by the convention.
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo, DConn., chairman of the House
Budget Committee, argued
against the Kennedy plan. He
told the convention, "we can-

Memphis Expecting
Elvis Presley Fans
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Fans of Elvis Presley are expected to visit his hometown in
large numbers this week for
four days of observances
leading up to third anniversary of his death on Saturday,
Aug. 16.
Graceland, Presley's mansion, was opened to the public
on Aug. 12 to give Presley enthusiasts the chance to visit
the gravesites of the late rock
'n' roll star, his parents and
his grandmother.
A half-ton bronze statue of
Presley will be unveiled and a
memorial park will be
dedicated during the week.
Memphis State University is
sponsoring two days of
seminars, concerts and
Presley films and at the city's
convention center, there will
be a four-day "Tribute to
Elvis."

not afford any more spending
sprees" and said that Congress would likely reject the
$12 billion plan anyway.
But Gov. Joseph Brennan of
Maine, a supporter of Kennedy's plan, urged the
delegates to ''save in this platform the economic soul of the
Democratic party." And supporters of the jobs program
chanted "jobs, jobs, jobs," as
the debate warmed up.
Delegates approved by an
overwhelming voice vote a

minority plank under which
the party agreed to withold
financial and technical support to Democratic candidates
for office who do not support
the ERA.
Also adopted, by a 2,005.2 to
956.3 margin was a minority
plank opposing government
restrictions on federal funding
for abortions for poor women
and declaring "reproductive
freedom" as "a fundamental
human right."
The ERA rights and abor-

non votes stood in stark,
dramatic contrast to action
last month by the Republican
National Convention, which
withdrew prior GOP support
for the ERA and called for a
constitutional amendment
making abortions illegal.
Neither plank was proposed
by either President Carter or
Kennedy but by a coalition of
various women's rights
groups. However, they earned
wide support from the both
Carter and Kennedy forces.

However, Sarah Weddington, an assistant to the
president, said she believed
Carter would have difficulty
supporting the abortion plank
and its guarantee of federally
funded abortions. "It's one of
the planks he does not agree
with," she said.
"We believe that the time
has come to go beyond words
and put some action behind
our commitment," Eleanor
Smeal, president of the National Organization for
Women,told the convention.

Massachusetts School Board
Member May Quit Over Smokes
"I am very sympathetic to
"If I start to cough, I'll be in
By ARNOLD ZEITLIN
s problem," said Mrs.
Charley'
don't
"I
said.
he
Writer
trouble,"
Associated Press
z. "I would like to
Berkowit
planet."
this
NORWOOD, Mass. (AP) — want to leave
, but I couldn't.
smoking
stop
A 62-year-old school commitPersonally, I would like to
tee member who has lost most
look into. some method of
of his lungs to emphysema is
removing the smoke. After the
threatening to quit because
summer, we don't use the air
colleagues refuse to stop their
conditioning, and the windows
puffing and he doesn't think he
can be opened.
smokeanother
can survive
ANGELES (AP) —
"It's a lot easier than asking
LOS
filled meeting.
a man in us to leave the room to smoke.
arrested
have
Police
"I don't want to resign,"
connection with the so-called We're likely to lose a
said Charles C. Saraca, a
Murders of five young quorum."
Sunset
retired shoe salesman and a
Saraca is not unsymwomen and are holding a
committee member since 1966
female acquaintance of his for pathetic.
who said he has lost 60 percent
"I can appreciate their not
what they say appears to be a
of his lungs. "But I prefer to
wanting to give up smoking,"
related slaying of a man.
keep my life as opposed to a
The man and woman were he said, describing himself as
seat on the school commitarrested Monday, said Cmdr. a pack-a-day man for 35 years
tee."
William Booth at a new con- until he gave up the habit six
Four smokers on the sevenat police head- years ago. "There's lot's of
ference
ee
member unpaid committ
.
pressure on the committee,
quarters
have rejected a smoking ban.
"We do believe the crimes what with school closings, taxRudith Berkowitz, one of
es. I'm not resentful. I'm symare connected," Booth said.
those who last month voted
The Sunset Murders case is
against prohibiting smoking
so named because the victims
by members, admits she is a
whose bodies were found in
"I
said,
and
smoker,
heavy
e areas in June were
separat
through
get
could
I
don't think
have frequented the
to
known
clowns
those
a meeting with
in Hollywood.
Strip
Sunset
without a cigarette.
Booth said Douglas Daniel
"It's a disgusting habit, and
Clark, 32, was arrested at a
I admit it. But it's my habit,"
Burbank company where he is
she said.
employed as a boiler engineer
Saraca said he would attend
and was booked for investigatonight's meeting with a portion of murder. Police also artable fan to blow back the
rested Carol Bundy, 37, a
om-size
classro
the
in
smoke
vocational nurse, at her BurWillet
in
the
room
meeting
bank home.
School.

Man Arrested
In So-Called
Sunset Murders

pathetic. I feel sorry for those
who can't stop smoking."
Nevertheless, tonight he'll
move with his fan from his
Usual seat beside Mrs.
Berkowitz to the side of the
committee table occupied by
non-smokers, he said.
Meanwhile, Chairman
William F. Pudsey, a
nonsmoker, has decided that
from tonight on, he will prohibit smoking by members of
the public at the meetings.
"I have no choice," Pudsey
said. "I walk out of there with
burning eyes."
And Saraca said he might
run for a seat on the board of
selectmen when his three-year
term ends in April.
"They've banned smoking
at their meetings," he said.
"I'll get the non-smoking
vote."

CORRECTION
Big K Photo Ad in Tuesday's
paper should have included the
photographer's hours: 10-1; 2-5;
6-8; Wed., Thur. & Fri. Saturday
10-1; 2-4:30

We Made A Good Buy & So Can You!
Save Up To $170.00 Per Set While They Last
Twin Set
Full Size Set
Queen Size Set
King Size Set

Reg. $399.95 New $27995
5
399
$9
Reg. $569.95 Now

or
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Once PopularCircle Of Gold All
But Dead With Prosecution Threat
By BOB MATYI
The Evansville Courier
SEBREE,Ky.(AP) — In its
heyday, its attraction was
magnetic.
Few were immune from its
lure: housewives, farmers,
businessmen, coal miners,
would-be entrepreneurs and
even a public official or two.
"It" is the "Circle of Gold,"
known to diehard boosters as
simply the Circle.
And now it is all but dead,
killed by an unfavorable attorney general's opinion and
the threat of vigorous prosecution for willful violators.
At least, its epitaph has been
written in west Kentucky, a
region where the Circle
flourished not so long ago.
Where it once dominated
discussion in small, rural
counties like Webster, now it
is seldom mentioned.
When it was all the rage a
few months ago, men and
women who normally pride
themselves on being levelheaded suddenly turned topsyturvy.

—There's a big meeting of
the Circle over at so-and-so's
tonight," a man at Dixon was
heard to say last spring.
This late-night host was a
farmer who, along with his
buddies, was busy buying and
selling lists, each containing a
dozen names.
Some, like John Lutz of
Sebree, later would claim to
have made bundles of money
from the pyramid-type
scheme. In Lutz's case, the
bundle was $13,000 this year.
But many others were like a
county attorney in western
Kentucky who plunked down
$100 to get into the popular Circle.
The attorney eventually
recouped his investment. But
there would be no profit.
Even Sandra Freeburger,
the lawyer who now
represents Lutz in his legal
dealings with the state, attested to the Circle's onceawesome popularity.
"It was just rampant here.
You couldn't carry on your
business without being ap-
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THE ONLY 24-HOUR LOCAL &
NATIONAL NEWS INFORMATION
STATION IN MURRAY ASKS
THAT YOU HELP
US TO
HELP YOU...

C PLEASE RETURN YOUR
POST-PAID
POST-CARD TO US SOON!

For questions or more information:
Contact Kathie Lyles 753-1916

proached by somebody."
nouncement, some Circle proIn Frankfort, Deputy At- moters refused to give up.
torney General Richard Among them was Lutz, who
Masters is aware that Circle sold his Sebree business last
activity once reached year to devote full lime to the
epidemic proportions in some Circle.
western Kentucky counties.
So the state threatened legal
He knows that because his action. Lutz countered by hirjob with the attorney general's ing an attorney, Ms.
consumer protection division Freeburger. The state
has led him into a direct con- countered by offering not to
frontation with the Circle and prosecute Lutz if he signed a
its adherents.
compliance"
"voluntary
After months of battling, decree.
Masters finally believes he
One west Kentucky circle
has won.
promoter already has agreed
"To my knowledge," he said to "cease and desist" from the
Monday, "the Circle is not Circle, Masters said. That prooperating anymore in west moter has not been identified.
Kentucky."
Whatever happens with
For that, Masters is quick to Lutz, Masters said, many
credit Attorney General western Kentuckians have
Steven Beshear's opinion learned a painful and expenearlier this year that the Cir- sive lesson through their Circle is a form of lottery and is, cle participation.
as a result, illegal in the com"Quite a few people are emmonwealth.
harassed all the way around."
Even with Beshear's pro- he said.
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Calculator Still Operates
After Being Lost In Field
SARATOGA, Wyo. (AP) —
W.B. Alcorn's calculator —
lost last September when he
dropped it in a pasture —
doesn't look the same
anymore, but after months as
a missing object it still knows
the time of day.
Alcorn and his family had
searched in vain for the
calculator as it lay under deep
snow • in sub-freezing
temperatures. In the spring,
the land was burned off.
Finally, Alcorn's father
spotted it.
"A horse had stepped on it
and it was kind of
discshaped," Mrs. Alcorn
said. But the calculator, its
clock and alarm still worked.

were out there just sitting
around that spot at 6:30 in the
evening,"she said,"so I guess
they must have been attracted
by the alarm."
The manufacturer of the
calculator — Casio, Inc. —
learned of the ordeal when it
was taken in for repairs.
President •John McDonald
the
said
company's
calculators have been known
to survive other traumatic experiences,"but this is the first
time one of our calculators
was put out to pasture in subzero temperatures and tracked down by rabbits."

STONE COUPON

Buy6

Buy4

10-biscuit size cans
of Ballard'Biscuits and

10-biscuit size cans
of Ballard' Biscuits and

Save
18C
STORE COUPON
t 919 The Pelsbury COMPan.

"The alarm was set for 6:30
at night," Mrs. Alcorn said,
explaining her husband had
set the time to prepare for a

HIO SAAhlf.fibart will/acmes Foil-wad booPstkeWifl_
post,ord with their nmit monthly bill

"Several times during the
winter we noticed rabbits

BEGLEY'S INTRODUCES

DRIVE-IN
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.
SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH, PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.

CEIM
THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS

OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.

Cup after cup,
you can drink as much
rich-tasting coffee as you
want— because Brim is
decaffeinated. And because
it tastes so deliciously rich,
you'll want to enjoy Brim
again and again.
So clip the coupon and
save 75c*On the
rich taste of Brim. r
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23 Million Felines In Nation

DON'T
SELL YOUR

'Cat Owners'Satisfied With Their Choice Of Pets

P-77—•

;

(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
writer prefers dogs to cats and
goldfish to either.
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Iowa Legislature was
debating a bill imposing
penalties of up to a year in jail
and a $1,000 fine for motorists
who don't stop after running
over a dog or cat.
Sen. James Gallagher, a
Jessup, Iowa, farmer, rose in
opposition.
"I can see stopping a car for
a dog," he said. "But a cat?
You squish a cat and go on."
Gallagher later said he only
meant some drivers might not
be aware of hitting a cat on a
dark highway, but the explanation mattered little to
hundreds of feline lovers who
sent him angry letters after
the bill was defeated.
Gallagher, the owner of four
dogs and two cats, said he
learned something from the
furor, adding: "I don't think
dog owners are quite as
possessive."
The state senator's musing
was one of the latest
observations on "cat people''

very little tolerance, and you uproar."
While dogs are traditionally
have to be easy-going to have
a pet of any kind. So cat seen as a more "masculine"
owners are more toward non- pet, there are apparently few
pet people than dog owners. bona fide "cat ladies" — the
Cat people are one step above stereotypical spinster whose
home is overrun with kitty fur
goldfish owners."
"Usually, cat people are and litter.
Many owners do have more
nicer," said Calla Fricke, who
makes her living cat-sitting than one cat, though. While
for vacationing New Yorkers. dog owners buy shepherds,
"And their houses are collies and beagles as pets for
cleaner."
However, even cat haters
generally admit that felines
are better suited to city apartments because they are usually smaller, cheaper, quieter,
cleaner and less troublesome
By JULES LOH
than dogs.
AP Special Correspondent
more
"But dogs are much
responsive than cats," said
WALES, N.D. (AP) — The
Cynthia Kohl, who grooms way you find Mustang Bill's
both. "You can't pet them the ranch is to head north at midway you can a dog."
continent, cross endless
"I hate cats," fashion prairie, stop just short of the
designer Susan Obercion said Canadian border, and ask
without remorse."They're too anyone you see.
sly. They jump up on the kitNearly everybody in these
chen table and lick the batter. parts knows Mustang Bill
They sneak up in the middle of Valentine, and has witnessed
the night and jump on your him, probably more than
bed. They give me the once, holding forth on the vircreeps."
tues of his favorite breed of
Them's fighting words to horse.
felinophiles who have spent
He held forth the other day:
their lives arguing old wives'
"I ain't talking about just
cats
about
one
the
tales like
mustangs. When most people
sucking away babies' breath. say mustangs they just mean
uh,
few,
But cat people haves
wild horses. When I say
fuzzy claims of their own.
mustangs;I mean the real Mc"People get dogs for protec- Coy.
tion," said Vera Meehan, a 78help arrives too late.
"When I say mustangs,"
year-old widow who lives with Mustang Bill went on,"I mean
The new machine, about the
two cats in a Manhattan apart- Mustangs with a capital M. I
size of a package of cigarettes,
ment. "But I get just as much mean the original Spanish
delivers a shock when it
protection from my Siamese Mustangs brought here by the
senses a specific kind of arwithout all that barking and conquistadors.
rhythmia, or abnormal heartbeat, called ventricular
fibrillation.
During one seizure, the
device can deliver up to four
blasts of electricity, the last
two more powerful than the
first two.
-It's a kind of protection
that currently is not available
to the high-risk patient,"
Mirowski said in an interview.
"It provides services that are
available only in the coronary
care unit."
Mirowski noted that an external defibrillator requires a
team of technicians who
Trust your prescriptions
diagnose the problem and then
operate the machine.
to the people you KNOW
However, he said his device
you can depend on.
"monitors the heart
automatically for years and
then, when the lifethreatening arrhythmia occurs, it identifies the arrhythmia and makes the
therapeutic decision. Within
15 to 20 seconds after the onset
of the arrhythmia, it delivers
the
automatically
Details
defibrillating shock."
available
The journal report describhere
ed the use of the device on the
team's first three patients, a
57-year-old California woman,
a 43-year-old Missouri man
and a 16-year-old Pennsylvania boy.
In the first months afterl the
devices were implanted, an
external recorder kept track
NEW
of performance and • seven
episodes of cardiac arrest
were countered successfully.
SHAMPOO
Since the device is still con*REGULAR
sidered experimental, only
*EXTRA BODY
least
at
had
have
people who
701.
received
two seizures have
them.
"The extremely poor prognosis of patients with these
features is exemplified by the
fact that four patients identified as candidates for implantation of the device died
before transfer to this
hospital," the doctors wrote.

a breed at large since the more interested in controlling
Fells catus crept from the the things around them."
Carol Wdbourn, a "cat
desert to become the exalted
mouser of better Egyptian shrink" who treats tabbies for
homes and granaries 5,000 aberrant behavior, agreed,
years ago.
"You can't own a cat. Dogs
The dog has been man's best
friend for 50,000 years. But like to take orders, but a cat
many cat lovers take perverse lives to please himself. Dog
delight in noting that their people have to have things
pets have never really been under control and like their
lives pretty structured. Cat
"tamed" like dogs.
And while the nation's 23 people are more free spirits."
She said that despite this
million cats and their owners
— cats live in one of every five quiet emotional security
households — are out- among cat people, they are innumbered nearly 2-1 by dogs deed less sociable than dog
and dog owners, many tabby lovers.
"It's more like a cat is a
lovers are, well, catty toward
those who prefer dogs or, God private kind of thing. So cat
people are generally more infOrbid, no pet at all.
Dr. Peter Borchelt of New trospective and less
York City's Animal Behavior gregarious," she said.
Another
animal
Therapy Clinic said the few
'studies done on the subject psychologist, Daniel Tortora
recently are generally kr- '"'of White Plains, N.Y., said
that despite their devotion to
conclusive.
One study, he said, showed their pets, the urban lifestyle
dog owners get more emo- of many cat people makes
tional satisfaction from their them uncomfortably close in
pets, and have better relation- temperament to people who
disdain all pets.
ships with other people.
"Cat people don't have the
"Cat owners are generally a
little more aloof or asocial," time needed for a dog," he
he said,"while dog owners are said. "Non-pet people have

in Baltimore say they have
successfully tested the devices
and found they cause "no undue discomfort." Like
pacemakers, the devices are
permanently buried in the
heart patients' chests, and
both dey,tces can be used at the
,same time.
A report on the first use of
the device, invented by Dr.
Michel Mirowski, was published in today's issue of the New.
England Journal of Medicine.
When people's hearts stop
beating regularly, medical
technicians must reach them
within minutes with externally held shocking machines or
they will die. Sometimes, the

\
AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Assistance for farm purchases, farm refinance, convert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery.
Minimum $150,000. Call Toll free(
1100-228-2702
American Midland Inc.
2945 S•. 132nd St.
Omaha, Nesbraska 68144

The

Sinking Spring
Baptist Church
Mswell Rd
Announces

Revival
Aug. 1 0-1 7

EVANGELIST FRANK FlOYD

with nightly services
at-7:30 and
daily at 2 P.M.
(Nursery Facilities
Available)

Evangelist Frank Floyd of Knoxville, Tennessee will
be delivering God's messages. Bro. Floyd has been
in full-time evangelism for six years, having conducted over 300 revivals in local churches along
with area wide crusades. He has also conducted
meetings in three major cities in Kenya, East Africa.
The pastor Bro. Billy Turner and the church invites everyone to attend any and all these services.

eventually deify the beast as
Bast, goddess of moonlight,
fertility, wisdom and hunting.
"Cats can teach you a lot,"
said Liz Sztunski, who has
four. "It's something that's
hard to put into words. I look
into one of my cat's eyes and
it's like seeing the past, all of
history. It's as if she's a
throwback to 100 million years
ago."

SILKIENCE

"Spanish Mustangs are a
breed of their own and there
are damn few left. I'm not
creating a breed, I'm restoring one."
If you can get Mustang Bill
to slow to a verbal trot, he will
ekplain, impatiently, that the
Spanish Mustang is a small,
bright-eyed, gentle, sturdy
horse of Barbary and Arabian
ancestry.
It has distinctive features. It
has, for instance, only five
lumbar vertebrae in its short
back. Other horses have six. A
knowing eye, such as his own,
can tell an authentic Spanish
Mustang at a glance.
The Indian pony of western
lore, he explained, was a
Spanish Mustang. Until other
horses, introduced from the
east, moved westward,
Spanish Mustangs ran wild on
the prairie.
"I doubt if there are any left
in the wild horse herds that
still remain," he said. "I
believe we got'em all."
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The last four wild Spanish
Mustangs that he knows about
were caught in 1977 near a
Chippewa village on Lac la
Croix,in Canada. Four mares.
One of them resides today at
Mustang Bill's ranch.
When the horesman who
captured them wanted to
verify that they were true
Spanish Mustangs, the real
McCoy, they knew whom to
call.
Mustang Bill Valentine is,
himself, the real McCoy.
He is smallish, maybe 5foot-4, or 13 hands to the
withers. His eyes are bright,
alert. His mane is gray roan.
His skin is creased and
weathered, like an old saddle.
He is gentle. At 73, he remains
sturdy, with a firm,even gait.
He owned his first horse
when he was 4, a Mustang. He [- MICHELSON'S
owned many breeds later, but
YIV
always favored that first one.
floml rr
Over the years, he kept in
touch with other Mustang fanciers.

DRY IDEA.

Dan Mason Miller,
M.D.

OLD
GOLD

Mustang Bill On Ranch With
Favorite Breed Of Horse

Device Implanted In Heart
May Prevent Cardiac Arrest
By DANIEL Q.HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON ( AP) — Cardiac
arrest, killer of 300,000
Americans each year, may be
prevented with a tiny imthat
device
planted
automatically zaps a victim's
heart with life-saving jolts of
electricity, doctors say.
The devices — miniature
•
versions of the bulky
emergency room defibrillator
— have been implanted in the
'chests of six people to deliver
burst of electricity when
their hearts begin beating irregularly.
Doctors at Johns Hopkins
University and Sinai Hospital

their children, cat people take
in calicoes, tortoise shells and
tabbies just for themselves.
They get a second cat to provide companionship for the
first but, when pressed, admit
they have succumbed to the
cat mystique.
It's that mystique that led
the ancient Egyptians to
mummify favored cats whose
mousing days were over, and
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West Virginia Town Home Of Marble Champs
By STRAT DOUTHAT
Associated Press Writer
NAOMA, W.Va. (AP) — To
a passing motorist, Naotna
probably doesn't look like
much: A row of houses with a
nondescript tavern, a small
grocery, an old general store
and a tiny post office.
But if you should drive
through this part of southern
West Virginia,don't be deceived. Naoma is the home of
champions.
Marble champions, that is,

and a champion marble.
Astronauts viewing Earth
from space have described it
as looking like a big, blue marble. On terra firma, marbles
come in a variety of colors and
sizes, and there are undoubtedly millions on the
planet.
None, however, can boast
the credentials of the marble
owned by 22-year-old Raymond Jarrell, who has lived
his entire life in this Raleigh
County community of 500 people.

"I bought it from a boy a
long time ago, for $3.25," Jarrell said, leaning against a
counter in the gasoline station
he runs."This marble has won
three nationals and three
-world titles."
During their 5,000-year
history, marbles have been
made of clay, bone, lead, steel
and even marble. Today,most
are glass, but the most special
marbles are those made of
hard, semi-precious stones
'ailed agates.

Jarrell's prize possession is
such a marble. With it, he, and
others, have worked wonders.
He stores it in a lump of
lard. "It's a moonstone," he
said. "The lard removes the
moons,or the cracks."
The
current national
marbles champion, who won
his title last month at
Wildwood, N.J., is Sandy
Nesmith, a lanky 14-year-old
who lives on Horse Creek
about a mile from Jarrell's
service station. He won with
Jarrell's magic marble.

Concert Stars Have Strange And
Expensive Taste For Food, Drink
By LEE LINDER
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Concert stars have strange
and expensive 'tastes that include a yen for tiger's milk,
raw fish, or oranges grown only for squeezin'.
And the world's biggest
caterer is happy to oblige.
"During concert tours, what
the stars want the stars get,"
said Charles LaTour, president of Araserv, the provider
of food and drink in scores of
stadiums and arenas across
the nation.
Araserv is a division of ARA
Services, Inc. which served
thousands of athletes at the
Mexico City, Montreal and
Lake Placid Olympics, but
vetoed the multimillion-dollar
job in Moscow because Russia

So did Doug Hager, from
nearby Smack, who finished
first in 1973.
The glory began a year
before, when Jarrell returned
home from Wildwood lugging
a knee-high trophy proclaiming him the country's best
marbles player.
"I've been playing marbles
for keeps since I was about
six," he said. "We played at
Mountain View grade school
'luring recess and at lunch and
then we'd play when we got
back home after school. Heck,
I've got a 20-gallon trash can
full of marbles down in my
basement."
He leads the way to the
basement and there, sure
enough, is a trash can about
four-fifths full of marbles.
"I figure there's ten or fifteen thousand," said Jarrell,
inspecting his gleaming, glittering horde. "I've won all
these marbles since I started
playing in grade school.",
Carl Jarrell watches as his

grandson dips into the trash
can. "Shoot, that's nothing,"
says the elder Jarrell. —That
there can used to be full but
he's given a lot of them
away."
The old man beamed proudly as he talked of his grandson.
"I remember once, when he
was about six," he said.
"Some boys came down from
Beckley and they brought all
the marbles they could carry.
I thought to myself that he'd
get cleaned out by those city
slickers but it wasn't an hour
before he came into the house
and said, 'Pa, Pa, I won them
all
Raymond Jarrell went on to
capture the national championship when he was 13. He
also received a $500 scholarship that helped pay for a year
of college.
Before college, Jarrell went
to Sussex, England, to play in
the world championships.
"In all, I went to England
three times to play for a U.S.

team," he said, letting the their faces."
marbles in the trash can
Jarrell opened a small
trickle through his fingers. plastic bag, reaching inside
to
"Gulf Oil sponsored us and we pull out his prize
marble — a
won the world title all three small orange object
that
years. We went over in 1975, gleams in his palm.
'76 and '77."
"I won my titles with this
"I built him a practice ring and I let Hager and Nesmith
in the station, over the grease use it, too," he said in a hushrack," said Carl Jarrell. ed voice.
"Made it of plywood and
But why does a Little place
covered it with chip board."
like Naotna produce marble
His grandson, who laments champions?
that interest in marbles is
Jarrell shrugged. "Beats
waning these days, recalled me."
playing on concrete in the
"Hah! Don't kid yourself,"
world championships at said Carl Jarrell, pointing at
England.
his grandson. "He's the
"The British had some reason. He trains 'em. And,
middle-aged men on their you know what? He's got a
team, and they got a big laugh couple more young kids comwhen they saw us, a bunch of ing up who're going to be
young boys.
champs.
"I remember one year in
"Well, what about it?" he
particular. We played the best demand sot his grandson.
of three games. I shot first and
"Yeah, there's a couple of
went on to run out 25 marbles. those boys who're prett!..,
Then,one of them shot and ran good," said Raymond Jarrell.
out. Then, I shot and ran out smiling. "We'll just have to
again. You should have seen
wait and see."

insisted on Soviet army cooks. scotch to give to doormen and on hand. And when Fleetwood
"We manage gourmet chauffeurs.
Mac played a Thanksgiving
restaurants, we manage exLaTour acknowledges the Day concert, they dined afterecutive dining rooms, we menu demands create pro- wards on a complete homemanage cafeterias, we blems and force ingenuity.
style turkey dinner served on
manage food serviee in
Kiss, a rock band„ came the finest china."
hospitals and on airplanes, back from a Japanese engagebut, honestly, we didn't feel ment in love with an Oriental
we could manage the Soviet dish called sashimi which is
army," said
William made of raw fish, clams ,and
Fishman, the 64-year-old boss shrimp. And that's what they
of the $1.5 billion Philadelphia- wanted served for a Probased company.
vidence, R.I. engagement.
Concert stars, though, are
"Finding a raw fish dinner
different.
in Providence meant a dozen
Wherever the rock group phone calls before the ARA
Aerosmith appears it manager discovered a tiny,
demands tiger's milk, and outof-the-way Japanese
Araserv obtains the exotic restaurant with a chef who
protein health drink made of spoke no English," said
cow's milk, brewer's yeast, LaTour.
soy flower and either orange
"The Phoenix Ariz.) Civic
juice concentrate or a banana. Center had a day of panic
Fabulous Selection of Ladies
Heart, an all-female band, when trying to supply enough
insists on sipping a protein ginger ale for Liberace. A
powdered carbonated soda bartender saved them when
Many Smart New Styles
before confronting their fans he demonstrated .the method
Wanted styles in denim, sueded denim and corduroy from Levi
Strauss 8 Co ; Super junior cotton jeans with belts and emon stage. And they also bring, of mixing 7-Up with a dab of
broidered pockets, plus Poly cotton carpenter leans in today's
along a squeezer for dozens of cola, and presto, ginger ale.
Five Distinctive Styles
best colorings. Machine washable
7.
DETROIT(AP)— The least oranges that must be in their Luckily,at the last minute,the
Ladies'
5-15
Sizes
.
dressing
room.
Whether riding your bike or taking a hike, strike back at winmanagers came up with an
expensive of Chrysler Corp.'s
Values To $30
"Our managers usually get adequate supply and didn't
new front-wheel drive K-cars
tery
weather in one of these warm waist length jackets in
will carry a $6,056 price tag, 48 hours to fill a grocery list have to rely on chemistry."
Men's Long Sleeve
nylon,
poplin and wool blend fabrics. Some are hooded, some
And as if special food and liplacing it close to the price from lobster and yogurt chips
that General Motors Corp. is to lasagna noodles and quor isn't enough, some stars
sherpa lined, one even converts to a vest by zipping off long
thi
ande Snaps, Two Pockets
likely to charge for its com- guacamole dip, and wash it demand feeding on exact
sleeves. Asst, plaids, colors.
Authentic plaidsgood
down with stuff ranging from schedule.
looking
in ne
low fi
pacts this fall.
too Asst
the
cheapest
wine
to
the
rarest
"The
Eagles
give
a
Dealers said Chrysler
very
colorings. No-oron Polyesterspecific time, such as 6:32
notified them of the tentative champagne," said LaTour.
Nt, Cotton fabrics.'
Beverage
orders
sometimes
p.m.
or
12:01 a.m., which must
suggested retail prices on Fri" Sites S-M-L-XL
day. The bottom price is for a are staggering. And often born be met on the very dot or they
Reg, 9.99
of practicality.
don't pay," LaTour said."The
basic twodoor coupe.
Girls' Permanent Press
For
instance,
the Electric Light Orchestra is
Dealers said the price rises
Sizes 6-16
to $6,198 for the four-door ver- Metropolitan Opera requires typical of bands who have
sion and $6,471 for the station distilled water backstage for round-the-clock meals, starFavorite casual wear in today s most popular styles with fancy
stars who don't want to injure ting with breakfast at 6 and
wagon.
bock pocket treatments 65
Pelynoer 35°, Carton Indiqc
denim.
Hoot McInerney, a Detroit valuable throats with local tap continuing to breakfast the
4-6X
Sizes
water
possibly
tainted
with
next
morning."
area Chrysler and Ford
Reg. 7.50
There are other eccen-,
dealer, said the prices will chemicals.
Sizes 7-14
Lawrence Welk drinks two tricities:
make the cars slightly more
Reg. 8.50
"Neil Diamond requests
expensive than the Chevrolet glasses of milk before striking
Lathes 100% Acrylic
up his band, Liberace fresh flowers to accompany
Citation, one of the hot-selling
demands
three quarts of food," LaTour said. "Heart
General Motors X-cars.
The lowest priced Citation ginger ale, blue grass singer needs a dozen dethorried roses
Short Sleeve Styles
now starts at $4,800, but Charlie Daniels often orders
Sizes S-M-L
McInerney predicted 1981 50 cases of beer for his group,
Perfect tops to pair with your
prices for the car would be at rocker Ted Nugent prefers
skirts, jeans. slacks. Fashion
least $425 above current French red Bordeaux, years
necklines, ribbed ruffs and
1961 or 1966, while Barry
levels.
waist S Fasti,Li
Manilow requests apricot
Chrysler is not planning a
brandy.
stripped-down version of the
"One night's wine only in
cars to avoid competition with
SEATTLE (AP) — Gene
its own Omni and Horizon sub- the dressing room of the rock
Masanori Fujita played hooky
compacts. Dealers said their band The Who cost $700," from work 35 years ago on
could be price changes before LaTour said. "And the bill for
Aug. 6, escaping his job stackDon't be late to class.
the cars go on sale officially in feeding Barry Manilow and
ing rice by hiding in a
Set the "woke up that
his
road
for
crew
three
days
at
early October.
makeshift bomb shelter in
won't let you down.
Chrysler Chairman Lee A. Providence Civic Center was
Hiroshima. It was an incrediTote your books in our
Iacocca says about half the $5,000."
ble stroke of luck. That day,
sturdy canvas zip top
He reports there was a time,
company's 1980 capacity of
Aug. 6, 1945, a U.S. B-29 dropbags with screen print
180,000 K-cars has been sold when prices were cheaper, ped an atomic bomb on
sayings. Asst. colors.
REG.
out, 45,000 of them to fleet that singer Tom Jones ordered
Hiroshima.
25 cases of Chivas Regal
owners.
The bomb exploded above
TERRIFIC VALUE!
$4
the Japanese city with a force
equivalent to 20,000 tons of
TNT, pulverizing everything
within a 2-mile radius. About
100,000 people died that day,
Cobleknit designs in White
and the deaths doubled within
and colors.
a year from radioactivity.
"There is no way in the
Reg
world to really explain that
DuPont
TM
sight to anyone who did not exSave now on the season s
perience it," said Fujita, an
favorite shoe. Cushion
American whose family had
insole, pqdded collar.
returned to Japan on business
six months before World War
OUR REGULAR 7.47
II began.
White with asst. striped
"All I can hope is that on
tops in sizes 8-14.
Aug. 6, people will remember
that man can make hell on this
200 Blue-ruled
NOTEBOOK
earth quite readily."
Ball point pens
FILLER
sheets to pack
Nita, then 17, was atten10' a" x 8" size
•
PR •
ding high school in Hiroshima
in Blue color.
and had been mobilized to
•a generous portion of Country Style fish made
stack rice in a warehouse
with our own old fashioned Southern style
when he decided tb play
corn meal breading •fries •2 hush puppies • slaw
hooky.
The teen-ager was uninStriped tops. White and asst.
jured in the blast but emerged
solids. Fits 6-8
9-11.
from the shelter into a
150 Plastic boos
nightmare he still hesitates to
in one-at-a-time
Contoins 70 pages.
talk about. For days afterdispenser box.
each 10' 2" x8".
ward, he worked as a medic
and searched the incinerated
remains of the city for his
father, who had been at
"ground zero," he said.
• 3 pieces of fish filet • creamy cote SIM
Two days after the blast, he
hushpuppies crisp french f ries
discovered his father's motorcycle irNie center of the,city.
"There were charred bones
nearby. We just picked them
up and buried them assuming
pamc
Corm D
Olympic
, Murray
some of them could have been
Murray
"
his. There was no way to tell."

BETTER BUYS FOR GOING

FASHION JEANS

Least Expensive
Chrysler To Be
$6,056

FOR FALL AND WINTER

LADIES' BIKU JACKETS

ij

$988

4

WESTERN SHIRTS

$744

DENIM JEANS

88

$25

$622

LOOP KNIT TOPS

Man Picks
Right Day To
Play Hooky

TIMEX EASY-TO-READ

CARRY YOUR STUDIES IN STYLE!

ALARM CLOCK

SCHOOL BAGS
ZIPPER TOPS

88

99

Captain D's

249
DOUBLE
VALUES
Country Style

FISH DINNER

reg.$299

$249
3piece

FISHDINNER

reg..284 $2
49

KNEE HIGH SOCKS OF
HIGH BULK ORLON*

LADIES' BLUE NYLON

JOGGING SHOES

3

82c

BOYS' ANKLE
CREW SOCKS

3.180

MEN'S, BOYS'
TUBE SOCKS

NOTEBOOK
FILLER PAPER

694

FOLD LOCK TOP
SANDWICH BAGS

SIDE STRIPES

PKG. OF 10
BIC° PENS

994

WIREBOUND
NOTEBOOK
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Produced By WKMS-FM At Murray State

Big Band Music Series To Air Over NPR Stations
A 13-week series of hourlong programs on big band
music entitled "The Black
Cats Jump" produced by
WKMS+FM radio at Murray
State University will run on T2
stations affiliated with National Public Radio (NPR)
beginning in October.
Bobby Bryan, Puryear,
Tenn., formerly a big band
musician and arranger, will
serve as a co-producer and
host of the show. Tapes will be
sent to NPR in Washington,
DC.,and the programs will be
aired by satellite to stations in
14 states and as far away as
Buffalo, N. Y., and Fresno,
Calif.
The series, which features
some of the great black big
bands of the past, will be
heard on WKMS at 91.3 on the
FM dial at 8 p.m. on Fridays,
beginning Oct. 3. Mark Welch,
production coordinator of
WKMS, is the co-producer
with Bryan.
Stations which have
subscribed to the program
represent 10 percent of the
total NPR network.
Now semi-retired, Bryan

and his wife Terri spend time
expanding and adding to their
big band recerd collection of
more than 7,000 sides. He is
also the host for a weekly show
on WKMS entitled •'Big Band
Era," which runs from 2 to 4
p.m. on Sundays.
Bryan, now 53, actually got
his start in a 10-year career
with the big bands of the '40s
and early '50s by listening to
records.
"My brother and two
cousins bought used juke box

Bobby Bryais

The International Red Cross
was established at Geneva in
1864. The association owes its
inception to the Swiss banker
Jean Henri Dunant, who was so
moved by the suffering at the
Battle of Solterino in 1859 that
he urged the formation of voluntary aid societies to help the
wounded of war. The Red Cross
since has expanded throughout
the world to aid the afflicted in
peace as well as in war.

Cats Jump" program came
from the re-release of many of
the big band sides on remastered 33',3 and 45 rpm
vinyl. They feature the contributions of the black band
leaders, sidemen, vocalists,
and arrangers from 1934 to
1950.
"During the '30s and '40s,
the big hotels and ballrooms
played by white bands coqtrolled most of the air time for
big bands," Bryan said, "and
black bands simply did not get

the exposure they deserved.
And if you didn't get air time,
your records didn't sell very
well."
He explained that most
white musician
every
respected, copied, and learned
from black musicians but that
most of the general public =fortunately did not know what
it was missing until band
leaders like Benny Goodman,
Charlie Barnet, Jan Savitt,
Artie Shaw and others beg=
to integrate their bands with

the black super stars.
Bryan said that "The Black
Cats Junw" fills the longexisting gar— that now many
big band buffs will have a
chance to hear what they may
have missed in the big band
era.
As a 14-year-old, Bryan
begain touring with territory
bands in Minnesota, Iowa,
Nebraska, and the Dakotas,
playing lead alto saxophone
and arranging:- He also spent
one season with Bib Hewitt,

the house hand at the famous
Marigold Ballroom in Minneapolis.
Bollwing a year in the Navy
playing, arranging, and eventually leading the ZO-piece
Navy Band in Cleveland,
Bryan formed and arranged
for three different bands of his
own and made two more tours
with the territory bands of
Don Strickland aad Jimmy
Thomas.
He entered the retail
business in 1953.
'WV
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Robert Allphin
Responds To
Public, Press
Three programs to be shown
on Kentucky Educational
Television (KET)this fall will
be offered for credit through
the Murray State University
program of extended education.
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of
extended education at Murray
State, said each of the courses
will carry three semester
hours of credit. He listed the
KET titles as follows:
"Survival Skills for the
Classroom Teacher," offered
as Elementary Education 613,
Workshop: Elementary
Education, or Secondary
Education 613, Workshop:
Secondary Education,
graduate-level courses to be
taught by Dr. John Taylor.
''Writing with a Reason," to
be offered as English 101,
English Composition, an
undergraduate course.
Everybody's
"It's
Business," to be offered as
Business Administration 140,
Introduction to Business, an
undergraduate course.
Students enrolled in each
course will be required to attend three or four meetings on
the campus during the
semester. They must preregister in the Extended
Education Office in Sparks
Hall on the campus prior to
the class organizational
meeting.
"Survival Skills for the
Classroom Teacher" will
begin Sept. 8 and end Nov. 28,
with one lesson each week.
Showings are scheduled at
2:30 p.m. on Mondays and will
be repeated at 5: 30 p.m. on
Fridays. The organizational
meeting, which is mandatory
for the class, will be from 9 to
11:30 a.m. on Saturday, Sept.
6, in Room 118 of Wells Hall.
"Writing with a Reason"
will begin Aug. 31 and end
Dec. 13, with two lessons a
week. Showings are scheduled
at 1:30 and 2 p.m. on Sundays
and will be repeated at 3 and
3:30 p.m. on Saturdays. The
organizational meeting will be
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Aug. 21, in Room
312 of Faculty Hall.
"It's Everbody's Business"
will begin Aug. 31 and end
Dec. 13, with two lessons a
seek. Showings are scheduled
at 2:30 and 3 p.m. on Sundays
and will be repeated at 1 and
1:30 p.m. on Saturdays. The
organizational meeting will be
from 10 to 11:30 a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 30, in Room 306N of
the Business Building.
information
Additional
about the courses may be obtained in the Extended Education Office, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071, telephone (502) 7624159 or 762-2086.

records for a nickel apiece in
the '30s and '40s and played
them day and night," he
recalls. When I started playing saxophone and clarinet, I
had a built-in 'swing educetion.
Most of the records were of
the great black bands of that
day — and Bryan says he
knew more about Count Basie
and Jimmy Lunceford than he
did about Christopher Columbus.
The idea for "The Black
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Papers To Be Published By State Advisory Committee

Ex Newspaperman Governed State During War

1

• FRANKFORT, by.
Hitler invaded Poland in
September 1939 and suddenly
the continent of Europe was
plunged into war. The entire
world eventually b..Tarne involved in World War II and today. the name "Hitler" still
evokes terrifying thoughts.
What was life like in Kentucky during this period of
history?
Keen Johnson, a former

newspaperman and lieutenant
governor under A. B. "Happy" Chandler, became governor of Kentucky two months
after the outbreak of World
War II in Europe. Johnson had
to lead the state at a time
when morale was very low
because of a severe economic
depression. It begin to sink
even lower as the nation anticipated the horror and

destruction of war.
Later this year the Public
Papers of Governor .Keen
Johnson will be published by
the Kentucky Advisory. Commission on Public Documents.
The Kentucky Historical
Society works closely with this
commission to publish a series
of volumes about former Kentucky governors, which will be
furnished to schools and
governmental offices. These

,.....ogusgcniqle,.,,Z,V15....4.1.21

e.Mt..^..AVV.,114.461MKAP.OSW.M.,...
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•
•

.483101.,
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OU
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volumes will also be available
for purchase by the public.
Old scrapbooks and yellowed newspapers which have
been saved for generations
may contain valuable
material needed by the commission to publish this series.
The commission is looking for
newspaper accounts of
speeches, letters of a public
nature, executive orders and

speeches printed as campaign
flyers, according to Robert F.
Sexton, general editor of the
series.
"Until the past few decades,
poeple have not been aware of
the need for preserving
historical materials," said
Sexton. "A number of Kentucky governors didn't save
many of their papers, and
documents from some administrations have been lost

or destroyed by fire."

uucrufiled by the society and
returned to the contributor.
The commissions plans to
publish one volume each year.
The public papers for former
governors Louis B. Nunn,
1967-71, Wendell H. Ford, 19711975, and Bert T. Combs, 19591963, have already been
published.
Editors are currently working on volumes for the following foi mer governors: Ed-

The state Historical Society
will collect and screen all
material
submitted.
"Material which is not used
for publication and is worthy
of preservation will be added
to the society library," Sexton
explained.
All material used in the
series will appear with the
contributor's name. It will be

KET Programs
To Offer Credit
Through MSU
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Commissioner Robert H.
Allphin responding to
numerous questions from the
press and the public for comment relative to the decision
rendered in Franklin Circuit
Court on July 31, 1980 has
made the following statement:
"The great majority of the
120 PVAs are conscientious,
hard working professionals
who perform well in what is
normally one of the most
onerous positions in the county
courthouse.
This majority of the PVAs
has already this year worked
co-operatively with the
Department of Revenue to
produce an assessment which
complies with the Kentucky
Constitution, the Kentucky
Statutes and the mandate affirmed by the many decisions
of the Supreme Court of Kentucky. For. their fine effort
they deserve a vote of thanks
from the citizens of their
respective counties.
The suit, Robert J.• But/P.•„...
Jr., et al. v Robert H. Allphin,
Commonwealth of Kentucky,
et al., apparently in behalf of
the PVA from our largest
county, reminds me of a frenzied attempt by the Ayatollah
and a few of his loyal mullahs
to revert to assessment practices of the 19th Century by
holding hostage the budgeting
and fiscal responsibilities of
all counties, cities and school
districts, and secondly to
willfully neglect to perform
the assessment duties and
responsibilities for which they
were elected, for which they
are being paid to do, and for
which, in the ultimate
analysis, they refuse to do."
Allphin added that the
Franklin Circuit Court decision would be appealed.
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ward T. Breathitt Jr., 19631967; A. B. "Happy"
Chandler, 1935-1939 and 1955
1959; Lawrence Wetherby.
became governor upon Earle
C. Clements, 1947-1950; and Si
meon Willis, 1943-1947.
If you have any material
regarding these governors or
other former governors of
Kentucky, and would like to
contribute it to the series, contact Sexton at(502)564-3553.

The International Banana
Festival in Fulton announces
the Diet Pepsi 10,000 meter
series road race to be held at
8:30 a.m. Saturday, Aug. 16.
Promoted by the Pepsi Cola
Company as The Racer for
Every Pace," the event is
open to everyone.
However, for those joggers
who aren't adequately
prepared for the 6.2-mile
distance, the festival is sponsoring a one mile "Fun Run"
which will start at 8:10 a.m. on
race day. The "Fun Run"
means that there are no winners or losers - each runner
will be given his finishing time
but there will be no awards
given.
The Diet Pepsi 10,000-meter
series race will feature plaques and running shoes for the
top male and female finishers
with medals given to the top
three runners in each of 11 age
divisions.
A registration fee of 83.50
will be charged for the 10,000meter event. Each participant
will receive a race T-shirt and
a computerized comparison of
his finishing time with that of
all runners in the nationwide
Diet Pepsi series.
The entry fee for the fun run
is $1. No T-shirts will be given
but each runner will receive a
memento of the race.
Official entry forms and additional information can be obtained from the International
Banana Festival Office at
P.O. Box 428, Fulton, Ky.
42041,(502) 472-2975.
Both races will start at the
First United
Methodist
Church at Carr and Second St.
in Fulton. The 10,000-meter
race will loop the twin cities
and finish at the bandstand in
downtown Fulton. Spectators
SIC encouragt.d to tarn OM to
watch the end of the race
along Broadway and Lake
Streets. The festival Grand
Parade will follow at 10 a.m
along the downtown route
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After War Against Hijackers

Small Ads

Officials Worried About Wave Of Air Piracy
By DAN SEWELL
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI i AP) — Improved
airport security and U.S.Cuban cooperation stemmed a
12-year spate of hijackings in
1973, but baffled aviation officials now are worried about
a new wave of air piracy.
The hijacking of an Air
Florida flight Sunday was the
sixth successful diversion to
Cuba since June 12, 1979, when
a Cuban Air Force pilot who
had defected to the United
States a decade earlier commandeered a plane to return
to his homeland.
That hijacking was the first
to Cuba since 1974. And
although passengers, crew
and planes have all returned
safely, the renewed hijackings
concern and puzzle officials —
who point out people wishing

to go to Cuba can now take
regular flights.
We are discussing it with
the airlines and Federal Aviation Adnunistration this week,
trying to think of something to
do. It's a real can of worms,"
said Eddie Hammond, director of security at Miami International Airport, where Sunday's flight originated.
In 1961, Puerto Rican-born
Antulio Ramirez Ortiz introduced US. airlines to hijackings when he smuggled a
revolver and steak knife onto
a National Airlines jet and
diverted the plane to Havana.
1.ater, officials found what
could have been a tipoff to his
plan — he reserved his ticket
under the name "Cofresia El
Pirata" — a pirate of the
Spanish Main.
Airport security became In-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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1 Cheer
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13 Conceals
14 Abstract
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15 Metal
17 Zodiac sign
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22 Walk
24 Plunge
26 Snoozes •
29•Yearns
31 Crony
33 Ordinana3
34 New
35 Hurry
37 Cry
39 Scaie note
40 SICK
42 kilothng
44 Hesitate
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48 Cattle geniis
50 Barracuda
51 Beverage
53 Denude
55 Schedule
58 Artists
stands
61 Fuel
62 Vision
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66 Closes
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THERE'S SOMEONE IN
THIS POOL WHO
WAS NOT INVITED...
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NOLO, ALTHOUGH HE
WAS NOT INVITED IN...

creasingly vigilant as hijackings grew more frequent. By
1973, when the Nixon administration signed a antihijacking treaty with Cuban
President Fidel Castro's
government, 87 U.S. planes
had been hijacked to Cuba.
There were 15 attempted hijackings in a sixmonth span in
1968.
Castro ended the treaty in
1976 after blaming the CIA for
the crash of a Cuban jet in
Barbados, but sophisticated
new airport security devices
were proving effective.
"Oh yeah, detection
methods have definitely improved," said FBI spokesman
Welton Merry."They have the
viewers, X-ray machines to
look at the handcarried luggage. They can detect very
small masses of metal.
"But the hijackers who've
been succesful recently are
circumventing the detectidh
devices," he noted.
On July 22, a man armed
with what's now believed to
have been a plastic toy gun
diverted a Delta jet to Cuba,
while the Air Florida jet's hijacker carried a bar of soap in
a paper bag — a package he
said was a bomb.
"The two recent hijackings
here didn't involve a weapon.
This guy Sunday had a bar of
soap. He tells the captain it's a
bomb, and with a planeload of
people at 30,000 feet, the captain doesn't have a whole lot of
choice," Hammond said.
He said airport security has
found "our share" of weapons
in recent years — most of
them men's pocketknives or
smallcaliber weapons in
women's purses that
passengers innocently forgot.
"The screening works. I just
don't think there's .anything
the airlines can do about the
type of incidents we've had
lately, short of a complete
body search of each
passenger, which I don't think
is pas.sible in this day and
age," he said.
Some recent hijackings do
involve weapons. On April 10t
for instance, a man scaled a
wall at Ontario, Calif., and hijacked an American Airlines
jet to Cuba at gunpoint. Other
hijackings involved guns
somehow smuggled aboard.
Officials are hard-put to ex-

plain the recent hijackers'
motives. For several years,
charter companies have offered weekly flights to Cuba.
One package offers a roundtrip fare to Havana, plus a
motel for two nights,for $299.
Noting the July 22 hijacker
was on a Miami-Puerto Rico
flight, Merry said, "It costs
more to book a flight to San
Juan than it does to Cuba. Why
hijack a plane? Why endanger
innocent people?"
Three recent hijackers were
Hispanic. The others were
Americans with no apparent
reason for wanting to go to
Cuba.
A young man hijacked a
chartered sight-seeing plane
from Key West last year,
without explanation, and a
lanky blonde man from

I HOPE YOU
DIDN'T
SPEND IT ON
SOMETH I NO
FOOLISH-

student fees.
By HERBERT SPARROW
Schools will now get only $5
Associaied Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — per student instead of the $15
Kentucky's teachers are con- contained in the original
cerned that cuts in the educa- budget passed by the 1980
tional budget may stop the re- General Assembly.
"This will deprive many
cent trend toward increased
funding of elementary and students of instructional supplies needed in the
secondary education.
In a statement released classroom," Mrs. Dotson said.
Tuesday from her Louisville
"We are very concerned
office, KEA President Joyce that the children will do
Dotson said the budget cuts without materials that are abcould "reverse the trend in solutely necessary for ineducational improvement the struction," she said in a
profession has worked so hard 'telephone interview.
to achieve in the past few
She said workbooks would
years."
probably be the area hardest
Mrs. Dotson also expressed
reduction in student
concern that the move could hit by the
which will total $6
endanger the industrial fee money,
development of Kentucky that million statewide.
In her statement, Mrs. Dothas been a key program of
son said that because of the
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
The Brown Administration original bare bones budget
has announced that local adopted by most school
school districts will receive districts, "the KEA is ex$18.5 million less in 1980-81 . tremely concerned about the
than they had originally an- cuts in the bonus units for
ticipated because of declining vocational and exceptional
children and in the power
state revenues.
Mrs. Dotson said the KEA equalization fund which aids
board of directors was poorer school districts."
especially concerned about
the two-thirds reduction in
funds to compensate local
schools for the elimination of
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these people. They don't have
a reason."
A complication is the chill in
U.S.-Cuban relations — Cuba
no longer provides information about the identity or fate
of hijackers.
"They know the information
we need, but they're not
cooperating," said Myles
Frechette, head of the State
Department's Cuban desk. "It
could be a reflection of the
deterioration of relations. God
knows, there's been plenty of
evidence of that. There's an
anti-American campaign going on there.
"It's in the interest of both
countries to cooperate,"
Frechette said. "But we're not
in a position to go in there and
demand explanations."

Kentucky Teachers Concerned
Over Educational Budget Cuts

e- /3

I HEAR YOU
FOUND A FIVEDOLLAR BILL--LET'S SEE IT
OH, I
SPENT
IT

Holyoke, Mass., who was
overpowered in an attempted
hijacking of an Eastern
Airlines jet in 1979 also gave
no reason for his actions.
An Atlanta man identified
as Samuel Alben Ingram Jr.
hijacked a Delta airplane to
Cuba in January, with his wife
and child aboard, and
reportedly told passengers he
hoped to go to Iran. The hijacker of the American
Airlines plane was described
as a dental school dropout who
said he wanted to escape
racial and religious prejudice.
"Before, we had these big
political messages involved.
The one from California
espoused this sort of thing, but
it was pretty phoney," Merry
said. "You're going to have to
get a sociologist to examine

Another $6 million in the
cuts will come from funds for
vocational and exceptional
children. The savings will be
realized by a speeding up of
the elmination of The so-called
bonus units referred to by
Mrs. Dotson.
Those units have provided,
in effect, double funding for
some children enrolled in
vocational and exceptional
programs.eriginally intended
as an incentive to get local
districts to start such programs,there are being phased
out by state officials.
About $2.6 million will come
from a 50 percent reduction in
expanded funds for the power
equalization program, which
attempts to equalize the
amount of revenue local
districts receive from similar
tax rates.
"The KEA believes that
good schools are vital to Kentucky's future economic
development and is concerned
that industry will not locate in
a state which does not adequately support public education," the statement said.

FRA Plans To Complete
Railroad Track Inspection
By End Of Year
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Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600.
ENelp Wanted
Addressers wanted immediatelyl Work at home no experience necessary .excellent
pay Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231

Free gilt wresppply
tspocraky at

Starks
Hardware

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
on the date you specify you must
adhere to the following deadlines
An ad must be called or brought in
by 12 Noon the day before in
order to appear in the next days
paper with the exception of ads
to start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in bySO a.m.on Saturday
To have on ad cancelled before
publication you will need to contact us by C itatt. that morning
in order for it not to appear in
that days edition.

If You
Need Them
489-2414
Airport
Ambulance. . . 753-9332
Comp. Care . . 753-6622
Fire (City)
911
Fire (County) . . 753-6952
Foster Parents . 753-5362
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn 753-0849
Humane Soc. . 759-4141
Learn To Read. 753-2288
753-NEED
Needline
Parents Anon. 7.53-1797
Poison Control . 753-7588
Police
911
Rescue Squad . . 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
753-3151
Sheriff
State Po1.1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger & Times
and the Social Concerns
Committee. Readers are
urged to clip the list and
keep it handy neor the
telephone.
Feel better fast; We have B-15
at Holland Drugs.
Glass work. Auto glass installed, aluminum and glass
store front work, window glass,
plate glass. and insulated
glass, storm door and windows.
and patio doors. Truck mirror
and windshields replaced. Picture framing and mirrors. cut
to size or shape M & G Complete Glass and Fix-it Shop,
816 Coldwater Road. Phone
753-0180. 753-2798 after 5
pm
Best Prices •
High Quality
Personal Service. Open 9-S
Mon -Fri., 9-Noom Saturdays.

CARTER STUDIO

Earn $50.00/hunder securing,
stuffing Envelopes. Free
details. reply HomeworkersS12Y. Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
Experienced auto painters
Come in person, no phone
calls. Century Body Shop,
Sycamore Street.
MANAGEMENT. Looking for
people who have experience in
teaching, selling, management
or have owned their own
business. Must have self-image
and be able to handle large income. Send resume with phone
number to P.O. Box 3492,
Jackson, TN 38301.
NURSE. Immediate opening for
RN or LPN. Apply in person,
501 North 3rd, Paducah, KY
42001. Mon-Fri, 8-4. E.O.E.
Need sales people for home
parties in Princess House, Inc.
Hand blow and lead crystal.
Small investment. 901-4791701.
NURSES, RN or LPN, needed
for 3-11 and 11-7 shifts. EXCELLENT salary and benefits.
Call Care Inn of Mayfield today
at 2410200.
National Company needs sales
people to work in Calloway
County and surrounding counties. Come by and talk to Ernie
Tyree at Eagle Inn Motel, 517 S
12th, Murray or call him at
753-6706 Tues., Wed., or
Thurs., 9 AM to 11 AM.
Part time dental assistant, 3
days per week, no experience
necessary. High school grad
minimum. Send complete
resume to P.O. Box 32£,
VETERANS
1 Immediate openings for
honorable discharged vets out
less than 48 months. Excellent
benefits, steady advancement.
U.S. Navy offers. Call 753-6439
or dial toll free 1-800-8418000.
4

Part time or full time help in
stereo store. Someone to learn
bookkeeping. Also good on the
latest music hits. Send resume
to P.O. Box 32 F.
RN OR LPN PART-TIME. No patient care, schedule your own
hours. Perform health evaluations for life insurance applicants.(901)424.2926.
Substitute teacher needs
babysitter in her home. 7536445.
Sitter in my home for 2
children, 7:30-3:30, Mon-Fri.
Call 753-0372.

The Illnois Gulf Central
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
753-8298
Ii 304 Main
The Federal Railroad Ad- track between Louisville and
as to
ministration plans to complete Central City, part of which
information
Reward for
an inspection of all railroad was the scene of the
the whereabouts of Luther
Wilkerson formerly of Rt 3,
tracks in Kentucky over which Muldraugh derailment, was
Murray, KY. Write to G. Bryan,
major carriers transport inspected Aug. 7 by the
P.O. Box 2426, Paducah, KY
hazardous materials by the automated track inspection
vehicle.
42001.
end of the year.
SALES MANAGER
A followup by track inThe final schedule for the inWhat we do best is care
OPENINGS 25,000+
this
scheduled
spections, begun Aug. 7, was spectors was
Needline, 753-6333.
Local Tennessee comannounced Tuesday by the of- week.
pany is expanding its
The remaining inspection
fice of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
NOTICE
operation into this
Brown had requested the schedule for tracks over which
area. We have imimEffective
safety inspections and stricter hazardous materials are haulmediate openings for
is:
all
Kentucky
to
mediately
in
ed
enforcement of speed limits
qualified sales people
&
Louisville
18-22,
—Aug.
home
mobile
shortly after a derailment of
to represent our comcars carrying vinyl chloride Nashville track from Bowling
owners that move
pany. Must have good
Guthrie.
to
Green
near Muldraugh July 26 forced
into Riviera Courts,
personality and neat in
—Aug. 25-29, ICG Fulton
the five-day evacuation of
appearance, and the
you will be given
Metropolis; ICG Fulton to
some 2,000 people.
desire to grow with the
two (2) months rent
Brown said he wanted Cairo, Ill. and L&N Louisville
company. For perfree. UNDER NEW
assurances given to residents to Cincinnati.
sonal interview con—Sept. 8-12, ICG Paducah to
along rail routes that the
MANAGEMENT COtact: Rick Conger,
Mayfield.
via
Fulton
tracks are safe.
ME AND LIVE WITH
Holiday Inn, South
&
Chesapeake
15-19,
—Sept.
The safey inspections will be
US. We also have
12th Street, Murray,
City.
Elkhorn
to
Ashland
Ohio
conducted largely by a
KY, Thursday, August
homes for rent.
—Sept. 22-26, L&N Corbin to
"highrail," a rubber-tire vehi14th,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-3280.
cle with a set of dollies. On- Lynch.
—Oct. 6-10, C8z) Winchester
ground inspections will be
made of curves and switches to Ashland.
—Oct. 22-24, Southern
and any defects noted from
Railroad Louisville to Danthe highrail.
ville.
The inspection of the
—Oct. 27-31, Southern
Southern Railroad tracks
Cincinnati to
Railroad
between Cincinnati and the
Kentucky-Tennessee state
Kentucky-Tennessee state line
line.
and between Louisville and
November-Ekcember,
Danville will be made by an
Cincinnati to Loqincinnati to
automated track inspection
Louisville, Lo isville to
car.
Nashville, Lebanon Junction
to Sinks, Henderson to
Louisville, Henderson to
Nashville and Louisville to
Hazard via Lexington. C&O
Cincinnati to Ashland and
return.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
An attorney for two housing
developers says he will appeal
the local health board's rejecCommercial Property Located on the
tion of a requested rule change
LONDON, Ky. I AP — The
Southside of the Court Square
that would allow rural septic Laurel County school board
tanks on five-acre lots.
has adopted rules intended to
Two story masonry building located at 401
John Cook Jr. said he would curb drug abuse in the
Maple.
Dimensions of building: 41 x 110.
CirFayette
to
case
take the
county's schools.
cuit Court.
Superintendent Kenneth
Present rules require '10- Cornelius said several parents
The ground floor of said building is presently
acre lots for houses with septic convinced him the problem is
subject to long term leases yielding annual intanks. The rule change was countywide.
come of over $6500.
sought by developers Charles
The rules include provisions
Rigsby and T.A. Lassetter, for pupils to, register medicaSellers will finance a portion oLtle wipt,
who argued the tanks could be tion at thisr•principars office'•
price at. 10 /2 00 annual interest.
built on lots as small as one- each day, written notification
third acre.
of medication from parents, a
The change was sought for a 10-clay suspension for a first
If interested call Linda at (502)753-1292.
177-acre tract Rigsby and offense and automatic expulLassetter planned to develop.
sion for a second offense.

Attorney To
Appeal Health
Board Ruling

Drug Abuse Rules
Adopted By Board
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

6.Help Wanted

-POSITION OPENPort time; Full time.
Looking for individual to
work with high school
and college students.
Contact Jim Gibbs,
753-6256.

frVacuum Cleaners- 28. Mob. Home Rents
New Eureka Industrial vacuum
cleaner, retail cost is $250
Must sell, make an offer 7591207

20. Sports Equipment

Mobile home, fully furnished
cablevision, natural gas. air
conditioned, newly decorated
at city limits 753-2876
Trailers for rent, couples only
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom. central heat and
air-conditioned, natural gas
new furniture and carpet.
cablevision 753-5209

Another View

43. Real Estate

46. Homes For Sale
Three bedroom house tor sale
by owner Large living and dining room, 2 fireplaces
$30.000 40% down. will
finance balance at 1% with low
monthly payments
Call
between 7 and 10 PM. 7539279.
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53. Services Offered

Aluminum siding. 56 years experience. Complete aluminum
needs. Call the Garland's at
489-2427 or 328-8398
A oomplete service. washers,
dryers. air-conditioners, and
refrigerators. Call 759-1322
Prompt service.
Barn painting Tops or sides.
Free estimates. 759-1987
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs - Will
do odd robs, including trimming and cutting down trees.
carpentry, construction, and
yard work. Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Street, Murray, anytime
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Barnett,

Licensed electrician Prompt
efficient service Qualified for
heating and cooling repairs
Free estimate Call 435-4397
MITCHELL BLACIITOPPING
driveways and small fobs a
speciality also patching and
seal coatint 753-1537
Need work on your trees' Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more. Cali
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE tor
professional tree care, 753
8536.
Need any white rock, gravel. or
top soil" Also for all types of
backhoe work call Custom
Backhoe, Wade Herndon.
owner. 753-7565
Painting and remodeling, tree
trimming and topping: odd
lobs. Call 753-9736

753-1222
Remington 700 BDC 7mm
magnum with .412 Bushnell
variable $275 Days 759-4710,
nights 753-5031
47. Motorcycles
HOME
S & W 38 sp "Airweight"
SWEET HOME
For sale 1972 Triumph 650
Wanted First class body man, bodygaurd. 2" barrel, concealNice home situated on
Bonneville motorcycle 474must have own tools for new ed hammer. blue. $225. F.I.E. 29. Heating-Cooling
las acres, in the coun2741
car dealership. Call 753-0133 12 guage single barrel shotgun.
buy and sell used airtry but yet close to
1979 650 Special II Yamaha,
Wanted - Someone to do 28" barrel, full choke, with conditioners Dill's Electric,
town.
Two
bedrooms,
in mint condition. $1550. Call
bushhogging. Bill Hooper, cartridge belt and 1 box no. 4 753-9104
large living room and
753-1217
bucshot. $55 11 ft. Aluminum 30. Business Rental
Aurora, KY, 474-2259
kitchen. Fenced lot
Jon boat, $85 753-8121 after
1918 Yamaha XS-11, fully
with stable and shed is
Large building for rent, 4 bays
6 pm
9. Situation Wanted
dressed, sharp! Call 753-4441
in front. hoist, 2 back bays. exideal for horses.
after 9 pm.
Will do macrame. Can make 22. Musical
tra large room Call 753-8581
$33,500.
hanging tables, hangers, etc.
or see at 808 Coldwater Road.
1978 Yamaha DT 125 Enduro,
Reasonably priced. Call 759- New and used Baldwin piano
excellent condition, less than
ECONOMY
and
organs,
Lonardo
Piano
Co
'Imported
cars! Bah - our TV commercials
1155 after 4 pm.
1000 axles. $650. .Call 753Mini
SPECIAL
across from the Post Office
6432.
nave always been superior to theirs."
.-Lwwatit6i
Newly remodeled
Will haul anything that will fit Pans, TN
Warehouse
Carpet cleaning References
in a pickup.lruck. Will also do
cabLn near lake on two
48.,Auto.
Slakes
ROOFING
43. Real Estate
Reasonable. Quaranteed Call
Used Spinet piano for sale
41. Public Sale
Storage Space
acres. Large rustic
odd lobs. Call 753-5857.
C•nem•rclal
and
brush
Chrome
gaurd
for
1978
New piano for rent .Paris' first
753-9736.
Always
home
wanted a
with
Three party yard sale! Some angreat room, eatita kitFor Rent
Will do housecleaning. Call and finest music store, Leach's
Bronco
or
Residential,
Ford
truck.
pickup
Shingle
CARPET CLEANING, free
tiques, lots of clothes, 121 in small acreage? This is an exchen, range and
474-2276 after 7 Pm.
Lights mounted Call 759- estimates.
end built-up reek
(901)642-6463
753-4758
satisfied references,
Coldwater, Thursday and Fri- cellent opportunity because
refrigerator included.
4663
References, all work
the land is highly productive
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanday.
$18,500. Phone 75324. Miscellaneous
14. Want To Buy
guaranteed. 759-4512
3-2-.11AiRent
49.
Used
Cars
and the house is sound. New
ing.
Call
Lee's
Carpet
Cleaning,
1222.
Kopperud
RealYard
sale
Toys, some furniture.
Want to buy old milk bottles Chimneys, all full triple wall For rent: 2 bedroom duplex
er 759-1159.
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
ty.
Car batteries, 36 month 753-5827.
marked City Dairy PH Thornton, pipe, 6"x30", $20.99: 8"x30", apartment, heat pump plus all miscellaneous, 9 to 5 Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
guarantee,
80
amp.
$29.99
exCarpentry.
Thursday,
436-5684.
Friday, and Saturday, tendable,
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin appliances
Murray, KY. Call 753-1761.
2 in timber.
furnished. 753- 1501 Belmont
change. 60 month guarantee,
Hardware. Paris.
Driveways white rocked and PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
Homeplace and buildings oc5791.
Want to buy tie timber and
95 amp. $39.99 exchange. graded.
years exCannibal
Casserolei
trice
All kinds of pea gravel VINYL SIDING CO.. 25
cupy about 2 acres. Call 753437Real Estate
Concerned about food costs? For rent: 2 or 3
veneering. Call 753-5592.
Wallin Hardware. Paris
perience. .Paducah. KY. 898bedroom
apartchewed
to
the
bone!
You'll
Free
estimates.
Will
have
bank
1492 at Century 21 Loretta
larearstoMnar
Then don't be mislead by a few ment, extra nice,
edge of town.
Wanted: A used Coke or Pepsi weekend
when you 19-18 Camro, light metallic gravel and dirt, Tuesday only 3873 or 443-7365
Jobs. Realtors and let us show know it's a good
specials. It's the total available September
machine. Call after 8:00 pm.
1st.
Call
Refrigeration, air-conditioning,.
comic
see
this
bedroom blue. white interior. AM tape. Clifford Garrison. 753-5429.
.1
you this farm today. Located
that counts. Check Big John's 753-4632.
HERE'S
YOUR
753-9059.
brick ho
Bob's
Vd at $33.000. tilt. air. $4500. 759-1958.
Lynn Grove area.
everyday shelf prices. They are
CHANCE to own a
For your home-care. personal and electrical repairs. Hazel,
Call 7
Refrigeration Service,
2 Century 21 King automatic wood heater, care, housewares,
Two bedroom duplex, for couWant to buy: Pianos, pump the lowest everyday.
part of Mother Nature
multiand
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask brick lines, cast iron grates and vitamin
ple or single. Refrigerator.
organs. Harry Absher, 1-444without being out a lot
and mineral supple- KY. 498-8370.
Custom Leather Work. Moc- stove, and
for Glenda.
water furnished
9972.
doors,
lift
off
cook
surface
top
cash!!
rolling
of
23
ment
needs.
call your local Am- Stop! For all your repair needs.
casins, sandels, and clothing. Good
location. $145 per mon$259.99 Wallin Hardware, way distributor at 753-0806 roofing, carpentry. plumbing
acres on Gravesgear available. Also th. Call
For
sale
by
owner:
2
story
15. Articles For Sale Hunting
•
489-2595
Paris,
and electrical work. Look No
after 4 pm.
hides, including buffalo. Beads
• Marshall County line
apartment, ideal for rental pro753-9226 after
just north of Hwy. 80.
Five aluminum storm windows and bead work. Call 753-9736. 33. Rooms for Rent
perty or young married couple. 1976 Monte Carlo, extra clean, Fence sales at Sears now. Call More. Call be
Road frontage on East
4 pm. We'll do your iob large or
with screen insert. Call 753stereo.
Call
maroon.
753-6802
Sears.
Call
753-7382
after
753-2310
for
5
pm.
free
Rooms
for
rent,
1
block
from
BOYD-MAJORS
26. TV-Radio
and West side with two
small. All work done to your
- •-•
^
5266.
or 436-5366.
estimate for your needs.
University. Call 759-4909 or • building sites. TobacREAL ESTATE
satisfaction
12 Foot Mossberg Mallard For sale: Kraft Sport Series 5- 753-1812.
1979
Celica
Toyota
GT
Coupe.
Foreign parts and American
753-8080
co base and barn. Only
3 bdrm. brick on extra
Will do plumbing, airsailboat. 14 ft. Moody trailer. channel proportional radio consun roof, AM-FM stereo radio. 4 parts repair Call 474-2325
34. Houses For Rint 1 $18,500.
conditioning, painting, carpenlarge lot. Built in
''Professional Services
$300. Hoover upright vacuum trol outfit, Frequency is 75.640
speakers. 40 watt cassette
Guttering
Touch"
by Sears. Sears con- try, concrete, and roofing. 753With The Friendly
range, refrig., stove.
cleaner, $50. Eight inch table MH2. Transmitter has dual For rent: 3 bedroom house,
deck, 't sport wheels, airtinous gutters installed per 2211 or 753-9600
Garage has been
saw, $175. Insulated topper for ioystick controls with in flight 753-9240.
JOHN SMITH
conditioned. power. steering.
your
specifications. Call Sears
COUNTRY
finished as playroom.
import pickup, $175. Hooded trim controls, battery meter, Five room unfurnished house in
Extra sharp. low mileage! 753-Will haul driveway white rock
•
753-2310 for free estimate
ESTATE
and one on-off channel for the
hair dryer, $15. 759-4130.
$38,000. Call for more
7982 after 5 pm.
and
Ag lime. also have any type
country, $140 per month.
New colonial home on
retractable landing gear. Flight
information.
Girls shoes, 10-3, girls pants pack has receiver, battery pack Call 753-3293.
1964 Volkswagen, sell to best Insulation blown in by Sears, of brown or white pea gravel
12 acres, so many luxOF 6HOMES I "
and coat size 10. Boys shoes. and 4 servos. Used less than
save on these high heating and Also do backhoe work. Call
REDUCED!
bidder. to see call 759-1159.
uries, so much
10 Nice 2 bedroom brick with apsize 4-7, boys shirts, 2 coats, hours. Charger included. $300. pliances. 10 miles from Mur- •
cooling bills Call Sears. 753- Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
Lovely
2
story
brick
spaciousness, 11
1978 228 Camaro with T-top 2310 free estimate.
753-6763.
size•14 and 16. 753-1442.
for
home with fenced
ray. Married couples only.
rooms, 3 baths full
753-8121 after 5 pm.
air-conditioned.
power,
Craig
753-7411
yard. Central heat
References and deposit. Call
finished basement, 2
K
&
K
Stump
Removal
Do
you
$4500.
power
play.
492-8585.
AROUND
THE CLOCK
New 4' x 8' NonALUMINUM
27. Mobile Home Sales 492-8594. Also 2 bedroom
pump and air. 4
fireplaces, Owner will
-fin-.
need stumps removed from
Electric
Spinning
50. Used Trucks
bdrms., 21-2 baths,
consider trade for city
your yard or land cleared of
SERVICE CO.
1974 24'x52' Bay-wood, 3 frame.
Daisy Portable Signs property or will
large family room;
1979 Chevy Luv. 4 wheel drive. stumps? We can remove
Buy wholesale $195.00
bedroom, 2 bath, all electric, Two bedroom partially furnishAluminum and Vinyl
STROUT REALTY, INC.
finance to qualified
gas logs in fireplace.
Take over payments. 492-8585. stumps up to 24- below the
(Retail
unfurnished. on large lot in ed house. No deposit. 437Siding, Custom Trim
$395.00).
Me leaden man 1900• verram Me
buyer.
Large lot with well on
Changeable letters.
memos here,end "e"
East School district, $18,000. 4617.
Work, References.
1976 Chevy C-65, split axle ground. leaving only sawdust
502-782-2222.
property. Must see to
!ARMS-HOMES
Call 753-2467 after 4 pm.
with or without 20' box bed. and chips. Call for free
753-016
89 Day or
Two bedroom, 2 bath house for
Wooded
BUSINESSES
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
appreciate! $67,500.
753-8738 or 753-7989.
Night.
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
Acreage
Karat diamond ring solitaire For sale: 1470 Windsor with 2 rent, overlooking Kentucky
or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
Shirley007.5 - 753-31143
Lake, central heat and air. den
PROPERTY
1978 International Scout II,
121 S. only 2 miles
with matching band. 14 K. Ap- lots. Call 436-2262.
WI,..... - 711.104
Listings needed! Offices
loaded. 40.000 miles, all Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Will do light hauling. Call 753from city, 1.6 acres,
praised $730, will sell $200. For sale: 1260 mobile home with woodburning fireplace,
Tarry
Shamaaher
Coast to Coast. Buyers
reasonable offers considered. stallation, heating installation 8119 or 436-2455 or 753ideal building site, city
Also 15,000 BTU Hotpoint air- on private lot, one miles from garage. All appliances furnish/53-9114
itt
from Everywhere. -Freeand repairs. Call 753-7203
9337
ed.
436-2333.
Strout
Realty,
753-0186.
water
available 20
conditioner, power saver unit, city limit on Roy Graham Road.
Catolig
trees, good drainage.
used one season, $275. Call For appointment call 753- 36. For Rent Or Lease
Wet basement' We make wet
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
STOUT REALTY
Murray Calloway
Appr. 240' of Hwy.
753-5954.
3533.
basements dry, work completeCOURTNEY SMALL
$1800. Call 753-5889.
Two bedroom unfurnished
i2c
a
j
.:::;7'iri
=6186
frontage.
County Realty
ly guarenteed. Call or write
ENGINE REPAIR
Two wheel trailr, heavy load One 12x60 and one 10)(55. Call duplex apartment. Call 753Anys.ma
.
V
51. Campers
(502)7534146
Morgan Construction Co..
Mowers Tillers Charnsaws
construction. $225. 753-0366 Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753- 8067 after 5 pm.
304N. 1251. 51.
1976 Starcraft pop-up camper.
Fast Service
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah
Guaranteed
after 4 pm.
7534080
1551.
Murray, Ky. 42071
work Will pickup and deliver
sleeps 8. excellent condition.
37. Livestock-Supplies
KY 42001, or call day or night.
16. Home Furnishings 1978 12x60 Two bedroom. One year
753.1561.
Call 753-6432 after 4 pm.
1-442-7026.
old Hampshire boar.
Opportunity!
One
electric
Business
with
central heat, 753-2418.
$1600 or best offer.
Admiral refrigerator with ice
Will do custom tobacco sprayStop--gas. restaurant, grocery,
maker. $115. Phone 753-6851. $5000. 492-8585.
Boats and Motors Piano tuning: rebuilding: ing. Call 753-4095.
52.
bedroom
Four
home,
near
Pony
dispenser
for
sale,
ice
753-6632
parlor,
cream
ice
Two
bedroom.
10x50
refinishing.
extension
Band
instruments.
Bed sofa, $150. lined drapes.
.Thisprofitable business could MSU. aluminum siding, gas Bass boat. 1640 Procraft 150 new
on living room. $2500. 753- 38. Pets-Supplies
used. complete repairs. 57. Wanted
Call 759-1704.
753-1222 be yours. For further informa- heat. lot 300' deep with good hp V6 Mercury mator, excellent Call
8451.
Thurmans
753-4834 or Wanted Female roommate to
AKC registered Toy Poodle puption call 753-1492. Century 21 garden spot. Seperate garage condition, best offer or will Harry Absher,
Enterprize electric stove, like
1-444-9972. Call share duplex, I4 mile from
workshop.
and
Only
$18.000.
pies.
Four
AKC
1971
registered
Wheeler,
Toy
12x50,
2
consider
753-4487.
trade.
Realtors.
Jobs
Loretta
new, $150. Call 753-2862 after
the professional. 21 years ex- campus Call Janice at 753
Call Spann Realty Associates,
bedroom, gas heat, central air. Poodle breed dogs. Very small.
6 pm.
35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer perience.
4121 between 12 and 8
753-7724.
$5000. Continuous cleaning Call 753-7851 after 5 pm.
Sedan Cruiser. Make offer. OfPERFECT
For sale: Plaid couch and chair, gas stove. $100. 437-4540.
Basic and Advanced dog obefice (314) 748-5561. home,
STARTER
44. Lots For Sale
in earth tones. Excellent conpidience classes. All breeds and
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
(314)471-8188.
HOME
28. Mob. Home Rents ages.
hon. Call 753-8295.
Choice
lots
overlooking
KenProfessional instructor.
201 Walnut Street
Neat and attractive
tucky Lake, $6000 and $7000. For sale: 35 hp electric start
For sale: White electric dryer, For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in 436-2858.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
western cedar sided
Closed All Day Wed
20 minutes from Murray. 436- Johnson motor. boat and
$120. 30" avacado drop-in Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Dachshund puppies, 6 weeks
home that could be
Saturday 7.30 til 500
trailer. $1900. Call 753-9235.
2261
electric stove, $125. Both in 12)(50 trailer. Furnished,
at old. Call 474-2325.
Price ef
just the home you've
good condition. Call 753-7213. Stella Trailer Court, $135
53. Services Offered
per
Lots. Bagwell Manor SubdiviHAIRCUT $1.25
been looking for. TherPRICE SHAVE 75'
1 BLOCK FROM
King size waterbed, $100. In- month plus deposit. No pets. Wanted: Female German
All
adeame
guaranteed.
work
AirFar Ilasensee a *tease Calls Mame Call 751 3615.en
sion Water and sewege. Exmopane windows, carShepherd to be bred to male
UNIVERSITY
Olean Presit Sense*
cludes mattress, frame, and Call after 2 pm, 753-2493.
conditioning:
repair.
appliance
cellent. Call 753-4389 or 753port, with concrete
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
Large stately older
platform. Call 753-6157.
plumbing. Experienced. Call
5960.
Mobile homes for rent: 2 474-2346.
driveway and corner
brick 2-story residence
753-8950
Westbend room humidifier. bedroom, fully furnished, $130
lot
location
are
a few
with much more qualiTwo lots. 100x200, Highland
Automatic and portable, $35. per month. Excellent location. Yorkshire Terrier puppies. Will
of the extra nice
ty than is normally
be ready week of August 16th.
Oaks Subdivision, Almo. 753Call 753-8964.
753-5992.
Camera broken down' Proiec
features. Offered in
seen in contemporary
489-2651.
2681.
tor won't work? We repair ol
the upper $30's.
homes. Central gas
U
brands and models
39. Poultry-Supplies
heat and central elec45. Farms For Sale
When you buy insurance from an agent
WE CONTROL
CARTER STUDIO
Laying hens for sale, Call 436POCKETBOOK
who works directly for one company, he's
tric cooling. 2
Nine
acres
of
land
with
new
g
2745.
probably not the person who handles your
PLEASER
TERMITES
fireplaces, outside
304 Mein
753 829
well and septic tank, - in
claims.
Ideal home for the
bar-b-que grill, 2-car
Also heissalsoldl, lawn Indoors and ositdirers and
40. Produce
Calloway county $10,000 Call
That's not the case when you deal with an
small family, located
carport and large
856-3975
Independent Insurance Agent like me. I'm
For sale. Watermelons and
Trees
on a quiet residential
Atchisons Painting Service incovered stone patio,
right here ready to serve you when you
cantelopes. Any amount. Pete
street. This
story
terior and exterior, paperhang46. Homes For Sale
have a claim,,,helping
separate garage. A
FOR DEPENDABLE
Valentine, 642-4439.
home has a living
ing. Also general house repair.
you reach a fair
unique home and an
PrefessImsal Pest Centre'.
Attractive
2
bedroom home, 'Free
Peaches for sale, 347 miles
settlement
as quickly
room with fireplace,
estimates References furunusually good home
gas heat, central air. within
as possible.
west of Lynn Grove, follow the
nished. All work guaranteed
dining room, firmily
buying opportunity for
walking
distance of town and
For all your insursigns. Will open Wednesday
room, central gas heat
you! $73,000. Phone
hospital. Call after 6 pm. 753. Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
ance needs,contact me.
morning. 753-2329.
and one-car garage.
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel753-1222, Kopperud
9250.
Termites You spend thousonds of dollars for o home but never thin
Price reduced to
41. Public Sale
ing
and
Realty.
maintenance.
about termites they cause the most damage next to fire Have
FOR SALE OR TRADE New 4 References. Guaranteed work
210 E. 18.1. 51.
$33,000. Phone 753-1222
Backyard sale! 811 North 18th
your home treated now! 753-3910, Kelley's Termite & Pest C m
bedroom
house.
extra
nice
Will
Agoots: Ron& Ross-Romy Ross-Joosos Ross
Kopperud
Realty.
Free
estimates.
Call 753-8948
LOW INTEREST
Street, Wednesday and
trol, 100 South 13th Street.Murray, KY. qyer 33 years experience
take trade-in of smaller house after 5 pm
7E34419
Thursday. Lots of collector's
Home owned and operated
ASSUMABLE LOAN
or consider any reasonable ofitems. antique china cabinet
Beat the inflation
fer. Call 753-3903 Can be seen
vanity dresser, household items
trperienced roofer.
crunch by assuming a
anytime
too numerous to mention. at
Will furnish materials
low interest Veteran's
I Pardons & Thurman
reduced prices!
Two bedroom frame house, all
and
Administration Loan
labor
for
Insurance /
appliances. wood burning
on this 4 bedroom exS33.00/ sg. Will also do
Garage sale. Tools, garden
Reel
Estate
stove,
in
city.
Cheap!
Call
753ecutive
home
located
tools, canning jars, fishing
patchwork.
Work
Southstde Court Square
9785 work or 753-8404 Ask
in
excellent
equipment, and much more
guaranteed. 492-8829.
for
Mike
Murray,
Kentiecky
neighborhood.
Thursday. August 14th, from 9
AM til 7 PM only Across from
753-4451
Economic central gas
Church of Christ. Hazel, KY
heat, formal dining
This attractive brick home is. located on o choice Cor
FREE
follow the signs.
room, 11 closets, den
ner lot on Doran Rood. It has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
20 MILE
with fireplace, and
foyer, living room, dining room, kitchen and den Cencool central electric
tral gas heat. Air .conditioning, stove, refrigerator,
DELIVERY
Well kept two bedroom home on Sycamore. This has a
air conditioning make
dishwasher and disposal. Newly decorated throughout
large living room, dining room, kitchen and a gornge.
753-0984
this residence a comReasonably priced in the 54Os. Call
Outside storage for your garden tools. Large lot Near
fortable
and
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born styli,. of•PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
shnppingoreo. Priced tO'sell NOW!
.
economical family
fices, cottages, mobile home ad ons, and p.iU•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
home. Offered in the
BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy to assemble up?. 24
*LEADING
BRANDS
COSMETICS
OF
John C. Neubauer, Realtor
mid $70's, through
x 60. Buy the best for less.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Kopperud Realty 753(105/2 MOM OW SF. Mt WM ,Pa
1111 Sycamore, 753-01 01/7531
753-0)01 et 753 7531
Delis
F
on Prest''lions in Cit
an.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
for an

.116e4

i
1

53. Sernces Offered

7

KOPPERUD

We treat you like a
person. Not a number.

Emir(

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.

Ross Insurance Agency

I

...10.01i tit

Jam C. Ilkoodmileir,
Realtor

r.
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"LADIES AND GENTLE
MSTN NOW SERVE
'S NEW HON
BREAKFAST BISCUIT."
JOIN USTOMORROW MORNING
AT THE HARDEE'S NEAR11010.

VALUABLE COUPON

ITATUA L COU
erSAUSAGE &
EGG BREAKFAST
BISCUITS
FOR $1 00

a,

i 2

a
9 .
o
i.,..•:-,-

a

NAM,EGG &
CHEESE BREAKFAST i-'
BISCUITS
FOR $1 00

Breakfast *aimed until 1030 ism.
Sneakiest soirme until 1030 a.m

Good at any participating
Hardee's restaurant, Please
present this coupon before
ordering One coupon per
customer, please Customer
must pay any sales tax due on
the purchase price This
coupon not goocrin
combination with any
other offers

COUPON EXPIRES
AUG. 27, 19$O.

Good at any participating

Hardee's restaurant Please
present this coupon before
ordering. One coupon per
Customer.Plisse. Customer
must pay any sales tax due on
the purdhase price. This
coupon not gdod in
combination wIlh any
other offers
COUPON EXPIRES
AUG. 27, 1980.
in am im min MMMMM

Best Eatin All Around

ailitiiluwimi,vmsiliwaiwwlim

Tomorrow, have something different for breakfast
for a change. Hardee's delicious, new Homemade Breakfast
Biscuit. Golden, flaky,'fres-h-baked biscuits. Made
from scratch each and every morning at Hardee's.
And made to order just for you in a variety of tasty,
tempting, piping hot ways. From plain with jelly to
fancy with your choice of such delectable fillings as
sugar-cured ham, eggs, cheese, savory country
sausage, or chopped beefsteak.
Sound good? Well, just you wait till you
taste it tomorrow at Hardee's. Hardee's new
Homemade Breakfast Biscuit.

